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ABSTRACT
We present a new framework to characterize the occurrence rates of planet candidates identified by Kepler based on hierarchical
Bayesian modeling, Approximate Bayesian Computing (ABC), and sequential importance sampling. For this study we adopt a
simple 2-D grid in planet radius and orbital period as our model and apply our algorithm to estimate occurrence rates for Q1-
Q16 planet candidates orbiting around solar-type stars. We arrive at significantly increased planet occurrence rates for small
planet candidates (Rp < 1.25R⊕) at larger orbital periods (P > 80d) compared to the rates estimated by the more common
inverse detection efficiency method. Our improved methodology estimates that the occurrence rate density of small planet
candidates in the habitable zone of solar-type stars is 1.6+1.2−0.5 per factor of 2 in planet radius and orbital period. Additionally,
we observe a local minimum in the occurrence rate for strong planet candidates marginalized over orbital period between 1.5
and 2R⊕ that is consistent with previous studies. For future improvements, the forward modeling approach of ABC is ideally
suited to incorporating multiple populations, such as planets, astrophysical false positives and pipeline false alarms, to provide
accurate planet occurrence rates and uncertainties. Furthermore, ABC provides a practical statistical framework for answering
complex questions (e.g., frequency of different planetary architectures) and providing sound uncertainties, even in the face of
complex selection effects, observational biases, and follow-up strategies. In summary, ABC offers a powerful tool for accurately
characterizing a wide variety of astrophysical populations.
Keywords: methods: data analysis — methods: statistical — catalogs — planetary systems — stars: statistics
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the first exoplanets were discovered around the pul-
sar PSR B1257+12 (Wolszczan & Frail 1992), the number of
exoplanets has increased to a few thousand. The exoplanet
population includes planet sizes, masses, and orbital proper-
ties that are not found among the Solar System planets. For
example, there are classes of exoplanets for which there are
no Solar System counterparts, including hot Jupiters, warm
Neptunes, and super-Earth-size planets. Further, many exo-
planets have highly eccentric orbits, in contrast to our Solar
System in which most planets follow nearly circular orbits.
The discovery and confirmation of such planets and plane-
tary systems has inspired theoretical research in planet for-
mation, planetary migration and planet-planet interactions.
An essential constraint for such studies is the true underlying
occurrence rate (or frequency) of exoplanets as a function of
their physical and orbital properties.
1.1. Kepler Results
NASA’s Kepler mission was launched in 2009 with the
primary goal of characterizing the occurrence rate of Earth-
size planets around Sun-like stars (Borucki 2016; Borucki
et al. 2010). Over the course of four years Kepler observed
∼ 192,000 stars and identified several thousand exoplanet
candidates (Batalha 2014), including a significant majority
of high-quality exoplanet candidates. These discoveries indi-
cate that sub-Neptune size planets represent the majority of
the exoplanet population among stars surveyed and likely the
Milky Way galaxy (Batalha et al. 2013; Burke et al. 2014;
Coughlin et al. 2016).
While Kepler has identified a large number of exoplanet
candidates, translating the Kepler planet candidate catalog
into a true underlying population is a challenging. The ob-
served catalog differs from the true population of exoplan-
ets due to a variety of factors, including: 1) the geometric
transit probability which depends primarily on the orbital pe-
riod and star size, as well as the orbit shape, 2) the detection
probability which depends primarily on the integrated tran-
sit signal-to-noise, and thus indirectly on several factors such
as the transit depth, transit duration, number of transits, Ke-
pler’s photometric measurement precision stellar, and stellar
photometric variability, and 3) the choice of stars targeted by
Kepler.
Transit surveys are inherently more sensitive for detecting
planets with short orbital periods due to the increased ge-
ometric transit probability and increased number of transits
within a given timespan of observations. Transit surveys are
also more sensitive for detecting larger planets for a given
star, since the transit signal-to-noise is proportional to the
square of the planet radius. Similarly, transit surveys are
more sensitive to the detection of planets of a given planet-
star radius ratio for stars with higher quality photometry.
While it is not always easy to separate measurement uncer-
tainty from astrophysical photometric variability, the com-
bined differential photometric precision (CDPP) reported by
the Kepler pipeline provides a useful summary of the effec-
tive “noise” due to the combination of astrophysical and in-
strumental noise sources. Finally, the target selection pro-
cess, including both the field of view of the Kepler space-
craft and which target stars were selected for data downlink,
affects the planets detected and the interpretation of occur-
rence rates. Like previous studies, this study will defer on
this last issue and focus on measuring the planet occurrence
rate among a subset of Kepler target stars, while accounting
for geometric transit probability and detection probability.
In this study, we introduce Approximate Bayesian Com-
puting (ABC) as a tool for overcoming the above challenges
to characterize the exoplanet population in general and planet
occurrence rates in particular. Our framework is original in
that it can properly account for the interaction between mea-
surement uncertainties and the planet detection probability
which has been well characterized as a function of transit
signal-to-noise in previous studies (e.g., Christiansen et al.
2015). We also develop a practical algorithm for applying
ABC to infer planet occurrence rates as a function of planet
size and orbital period, allowing for direct comparisons to
results using previous methods. We verify and validate the
ABC algorithm using simulated data sets and report results
of applying our algorithm to a recent catalog of Kepler planet
candidates. In order to understand the context for this re-
search, we first review several influential planet occurrence
rate studies.
1.2. Kepler Occurrence Rate Studies
Several groups have estimated planet occurrence rates
based on various Kepler planet candidate catalogs (e.g.,
Batalha et al. 2013; Burke et al. 2014; Silburt et al. 2015;
Coughlin et al. 2016). At the time of Youdin (2011) only
Kepler planet candidates identified based on the first two
months of Kepler data were available. These planet can-
didates spanned a relatively small range of orbital periods
and sizes, so the population could be reasonably modeled
by a joint power law parameterization in planet radius and
orbital period or a broken, joint power law. While Youdin
(2011) used a simplistic planet detection efficiency model,
they demonstrated an efficient methodology for computing
maximum likelihood estimates of occurrence rates that could
generalize once the planet detection efficiency was better
characterized.
Another influential early study (Howard et al. 2012) esti-
mated the planet occurrence rate for solar type stars at each
of several bins of planets, defined in terms of a 2-D grid over
planet radius and orbital period. This study assumed planet
candidates identified from the list of Kepler objects of inter-
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est (KOIs) from Borucki et al. (2011) were true planets and
attempted to “correct” for non-detections due to either non-
transiting orbital inclinations or insufficient photometric pre-
cision via the “inverse detection efficiency method” (IDEM),
so named by Foreman-Mackey et al. (2014). The IDEM as-
signs each detected planet candidate with a “weight” that at-
tempts to estimate the number of exoplanets with the mea-
sured size and period that would need to be distributed among
the target stars in the catalog, so as to yield one detection.
Several subsequent occurrence rates studies have built on
the IDEM. Mann et al. (2012) focused on improving the stel-
lar parameters of Kepler target stars, noting that occurrence
rates estimated in previous studies were biased due to the use
of the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC). Fressin et al. (2013) im-
proved the detection efficiency model by incorporating a lin-
ear ramp model for the transit detection probability as a func-
tion of transit signal-to-noise. Petigura et al. (2013) devel-
oped a custom transit search pipeline focusing on a subset of
favorable target stars and characterize the detection efficiency
of their pipeline by injecting simulated transits into the light
curves. Dressing & Charbonneau (2013, 2015); Kopparapu
(2013) performed occurrence rate studies similar to Howard
et al. (2012), but focused on M dwarf stars.
In another particularly influential study, Christiansen et al.
(2015) estimated the planet occurrence rate in the Kepler
sample for several ranges of planet radii and orbital peri-
ods using the IDEM. The main advance of Christiansen et al.
(2015) was quantifying the planet detection efficiency of the
Kepler pipeline by injecting simulated transit signals into the
raw pixel data and reprocessing the simulated data with the
Kepler pipeline. They performed Monte Carlo simulations
to characterize the planet detection efficiency. They fit the
empirical planet detection efficiency curve with the CDF of a
Γ distribution. They applied their improved planet detection
efficiency model by applying it to Kepler planet candidate
catalog. They focused on FGK stars observed by Kepler over
Q1-Q12 and estimated planet occurrence rates for bins span-
ning planet sizes of 1−2R⊕ and orbital periods of 0.5 to 320
days. Christiansen et al. (2015) also computed planet occur-
rence rates using two alternative planet detection efficiency
models: a “perfect detector” model (an error function with a
transition at 7.1σ, assuming that each measurement has inde-
pendent white noise) and the linear ramp detection efficiency
model of Fressin et al. (2013).
While the simplicity and speed of the IDEM is appealing,
the reliance on estimated planet properties can lead to a sig-
nificant bias. To illustrate this problem, we created two sets
of 10 planet catalogs defined by a 0.05 per star occurrence
rate in the P = 40 − 80 day and Rp = 1.25 − 1.5R⊕ bin (see
§4). Each catalog is then treated as an observed planet can-
didate catalog to be used to estimate occurrence rates by the
IDEM. In Fig. 1 (top panel) we plot the occurrence rate es-
timated by IDEM as a Gaussian PDF with a mean and width
calculated according to Appendix A. This demonstrates the
IDEM estimated rates are biased and systematically underes-
timate the occurrence rate. This can be easily understood as a
result of using the estimated planet size to compute the com-
pleteness correction, rather than the true planet size. While
the resulting bias is small for most bins, it becomes substan-
tial for planets near the threshold of detection as is the case
for this bin. Since small planets at orbital periods near one
year are both near the threshold of detection and of particu-
lar interest for both science and mission planning, it is im-
portant to develop methods that more accurately characterize
planet occurrence rates of such planets. The bottom panel of
Fig. 1 shows results from an analogous computation using
a more rigorous hierarchical Bayesian model and Approxi-
mate Bayesian Computing, as described in §2. We will dis-
cuss these results in §4 once we have described the method-
ology in detail. For now, we merely note that the ABC pos-
teriors are correctly centered on the true occurrence rate, in
stark contrast to the estimates based on the IDEM. The bias
in the IDEM becomes even more pronounced for larger or-
bital periods and/or smaller planets, as expected due to the
large measurement uncertainties.
Foreman-Mackey et al. (2014) described a more rigor-
ous methodology for characterizing the exoplanet occurrence
rates based on a hierarchical Bayesian model (HBM). Similar
to Howard et al. (2012) and Christiansen et al. (2015), they
estimated planet occurrence rates over a 2-D grid in terms
of planet radius and orbital period. However, unlike previous
studies they assumed that the occurrence rates for nearby bins
were correlated, making use of a Gaussian Process (GP) prior
for the occurrence rates within each bin. Recognizing the im-
portance of an accurate planet detection efficiency method,
they applied their methodology to a planet catalog from Pe-
tigura et al. (2013), as Christiansen et al. (2015) was not yet
available. Foreman-Mackey et al. (2014) also found a signif-
icantly increased rate of small, long-period planets compared
to the inverse detection efficiency method used in the Chris-
tiansen et al. (2015) study, due to a combination of using a
HBM and their GP prior. However, their inferred results were
less than those of Petigura et al. (2013) who focused their at-
tention on a subset of target stars and used planet candidates
from a custom detection pipeline.
Recently, Burke et al. (2015) characterized the popula-
tion of small exoplanets by combining a more recent Ke-
pler planet candidate catalog including data from Q1-16
(Tenenbaum et al. 2014), an improved planet detection ef-
ficiency model, based on planet injection studies which in-
jected transits at the pixel level (Christiansen et al. 2015),
and a Bayesian generalization of Youdin (2011). Rather than
using a grid in planet size and orbital period, Burke et al.
(2015) assume a broken, joint power law planet distribution
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Figure 1. Ten simulations where the occurrence rate is estimated
for the 40-80d period, 1.25-1.5 R⊕ planet radius bin with a fixed
“true” occurrence rate of 0.05 per star (indicated by the red vertical
line). (Top) Gaussian PDF of the estimated inverse detection effi-
ciency method occurrence rate where the width of the Gaussian σ f
is defined in Appendix A. The inverse detection efficiency method
systematically underestimates the true occurrence rate. (Bottom)
Histogram of 1000 samples drawn from the final ABC posterior.
The ABC simulations accurately bracket the true occurrence rate.
function over planet radii and orbital period parameter space.
Given the limitations of their parameterization, they focus on
small planets (0.75−2.5R⊕) with orbital periods in the range
50-300 days. Burke et al. (2015) neglect uncertainty in planet
radius, and do not account for how uncertainty in planet ra-
dius affects the transit detection efficiency. Their inferred
rate of small planets was also higher than Christiansen et al.
(2015).
In another recent paper, Silburt et al. (2015) applied meth-
ods somewhat similar to those presented in this study to the
planet catalog generated by the Kepler pipeline. Here, we
describe an approach for performing planet occurrence rate
studies based on a forward model, while also providing a
solid statistical foundation perform statistical inference.
1.3. Future of Kepler Occurrence Rate Studies
Previous studies have focused on the occurrence rate of
planets on an individual basis, and side-stepped complica-
tions due to multiple planet systems. Previous planet oc-
currence rates studies that included all Kepler planet candi-
dates around a star can be better interpreted as estimating the
average number of planets (within a range of sizes and or-
bital periods) per star, which may be quite difference from
the fraction of stars with such planets (Youdin 2011; Brak-
ensiek & Ragozzine 2016). Given the limitations of early
Kepler planet candidate catalogs, some previous studies in-
cluded only the “first” or “strongest” detected planet candi-
date. These are even more difficult to interpret, since whether
any given planet is counted depends on the existence of other
planets in the same system that differ in size and/or orbital
period. Thus, such studies do not estimate the fraction of
stars having at least one planet within that bin (Brakensiek
& Ragozzine 2016). In principle, a hierarchical Bayesian
framework is well-suited to characterizing the occurrence
rate of planetary systems. However, a direct generalization of
the Foreman-Mackey et al. (2014) model to multiple planet
systems would be computationally prohibitive.
The primary purpose of this study is to validate a new sta-
tistical framework for inferring planet occurrence rates that
can later be generalized to address the occurrence rate of
planetary systems. In particular, we evaluate a HBM for the
exoplanet occurrence rate, using ABC and sequential impor-
tance sampling. This allows us to avoid the bias in planet
occurrence rates introduced by the IDEM. We also apply our
methods to a recent Kepler planet candidate catalog to pro-
vide updated planet occurrence rate estimates as a function
of planet size and orbital period. Of course, these estimates
could be improved with further, as we make several assump-
tions common among published planet occurrence rate stud-
ies (e.g., host star properties, catalog reliability).
To ease comparisons, our study will compare occurrence
rates estimated using ABC to those of the inverse detection
efficiency method using a star and planet catalog similar to
that of Christiansen et al. (2015) and the Γ cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF) detection efficiency model of Chris-
tiansen et al. (2015). We describe our statistical methodology
in §2. In §3, we provide the details of the forward model for
the planet population and detection model used by ABC. We
validate our methodology on simulated data in §4 and apply
it to actual Kepler data in §5. Finally, we discuss the impli-
cations of our results and future prospects for characterizing
exoplanet populations in §6.
1.4. Role of ABC
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Originally, Bayesian inference via forward modeling and
rejection was intended as a pedagogical tool for understand-
ing Bayesian inference (Rubin 1984). The combination of in-
creasing computational power and the complexity of genetic
evolution models, led to ABC being considered for practical
calculations (Tavare et al. 1997). Several authors have ex-
plored the choice of summary statistics (e.g., Fearnhead &
Prangle 2012; Marin et al. 2012) as well as sampling algo-
rithms to improve the sampling efficiency of ABC. Our se-
quential importance sampling algorithm (sometimes known
as particle or sequential Monte Carlo in the statistics com-
munity) closely follows that of Beaumont et al. (2008) and
Ratmann et al. (2013).
ABC has had some limited applications in the field of as-
tronomy over the past few years. Cameron & Pettitt (2012)
gave one of the earliest demonstrations of ABC in astron-
omy by making use of a Sequential Monte-Carlo implemen-
tation of ABC to determine posteriors for a stochastic model
of high-redshift massive galaxy morphological transforma-
tion. In a later study, an Markov chain Monte Carlo (ABC-
MCMC) variant of the algorithm was used to study the shape
of the thick disc of the Milky Way galaxy in order to better
constrain formation models (Robin et al. 2014).
Following these applications in galaxy evolution, several
cosmology papers used applications of ABC. Akeret et al.
(2015) detailed a Population Monte-Carlo implementation
of ABC (ABC-PMC) and applied it to calibrate image sim-
ulations for wide-field cosmological surveys. Ishida et al.
(2015) released a public version of ABC-PMC written in
Python called COSMOABC and demonstrated it by estimat-
ing posteriors for cosmological parameters using galaxy clus-
ter number counts. A new implementation of ABC called su-
perABC is discussed by Jennings et al. (2016) in their study
wherein cosmological parameters are constrained using Type
Ia supernovae light curves with the use of two different dis-
tance functions. This study applies similar algorithms to
characterize the occurrence rate of exoplanets.
2. STATISTICAL FRAMEWORK
Bayesian statistical analysis is becoming common in as-
tronomy thanks to the increasing availability of practical al-
gorithms and computing power to perform the required cal-
culations. Unlike traditional means of fitting a best-fit model
to data (e.g. using χ2), a Bayesian analysis can estimate
the posterior probability distribution (pi(θ|Y )) for a given set
of model parameters (θ) given the data Y , prior information
about the model parameters pi(θ), and a likelihood function
f (Y |θ) which specifies the probability of the data given the
model and model parameters:
pi(θ|Y ) = pi(θ) f (Y |θ)∫
θ
dθ′pi(θ′) f (Y |θ′) . (1)
The primary challenge to widespread application of Bayesian
methods is computing the potentially high-dimensional in-
tegrals involved. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is
a powerful tool for Bayesian parameter estimation in exo-
planet research. Even simple implementations are often ad-
equate for low-dimensional problems, such as characterizing
the orbit of a single planet (Ford 2005). In higher dimen-
sions (e.g., characterizing multiple planet systems), efficient
sampling often demands more sophisticated samplers (e.g.,
Nelson et al. 2014).
2.1. Hierarchical Bayesian Models
HBM provides a rigorous statistical framework for char-
acterizing a population. In HBM, we separate model pa-
rameters into parameters that describe the population (φ) and
parameters that describe the properties of individual objects
from that population (θ j), for j = 1...Nt , where Nt is the num-
ber of members of the population. For our study, φ will refer
to population-level model parameters, such as the occurrence
rate of planets (for a given range of planet size, orbital period
and host star properties), while θ j would refer to the proper-
ties of the jth target (e.g., planet size, orbital period, epoch
of transit, host star properties). Similarly, we can divide the
observed data (Y ) into subsets (Yj) that depend only on the
data for the jth target. If we are interested in characterizing
the population, then we marginalize over the properties of
each target (i.e., integrate over these parameters, weighting
by their relative probability), so Bayes’ theorem can then be
written as
pi(φ|Y ) =
pi(φ)
∏Nt
i=1
∫
θ j
dθ jpi(θ j|φ) f (Yj|θ j)∫
φ′ dφ
′pi(φ′)
∏Nt
i=1
∫
θ j
dθ jpi(θ j|φ′) f (Yj|θ j)
. (2)
Note that Yj depends only on θ j and is conditionally indepen-
dent from the population parameters, φ, or the properties of
other planets. This conditionally independence means that if
we knew θ j, then we would not gain any additional informa-
tion about the probability distribution for Yj by making use of
knowledge about the distribution or values of φ or θk 6= j. The
conditional independence significantly simplifies the calcula-
tions, transforming high dimensional integrals into the prod-
uct of many lower dimensional integrals. Another common
simplification is to replace the observed data Y with sum-
mary statistics that describe the key properties of the data
(s = S(Y )). As a simplistic example, one might approximate
an entire light curve due to a single planet transiting a photo-
metrically quiet star as a constant out-of-transit flux, a transit
depth, transit duration, orbital period, epoch of one transit
and magnitude of Gaussian measurement noise. If one uses
an accurate model for the data, then the true model parame-
ters form sufficient summary statistics. However, the model
parameters are often not directly observable. In practice, the
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true model parameters must be estimated from the data (Y )
or a set of summary statistics.
Despite these simplifications, evaluating Eqn. 2 for either
the set of all Kepler light curves or a Kepler planet can-
didate catalog would be extremely expensive. First, note
that Nt refers to the number of targets and not the num-
ber of planets. Even if we reduce the Kepler observations
to merely four properties per planet (orbital period, orbital
phase, transit depth, transit duration) and two properties per
star (star radius, magnitude of measurement noise), evaluat-
ing the likelihood in Eqn. 2 would require integrating over
' Nt(2 + 4〈Npps〉) dimensions, where 〈Npps〉 is the average
number of planets per star. Since Nt > 100,000 and 〈Npps〉 is
likely greater than 2, even a simplistic model would require
integrating over ∼ 106 dimensions.
For targets where all the star and planet properties are well
measured, the integral over θ j could likely be performed ef-
ficiently using importance sampling and the measured planet
properties. However, even with an ideal observatory, most
planets will not be detected in a transit search due to transit
geometry. Since many (if not most) targets harbor planets
that are not detected, the integrals over θ j need to be evalu-
ated over all possible planet sizes and orbital periods for each
of the planets. If each target star could harbor only a single
planet, then one could treat each planet as independent to
approximate this integral once for each target and reuse the
result each time the likelihood needed to be evaluated (e.g.,
Youdin 2011; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014). This approach
would no longer be possible once we allow each host star to
have multiple planets which may not be distributed indepen-
dent of each other (e.g., avoid each other due to stability or
correlations in orbital period). The sizes and orbital periods
of planets around a given star are not independent of each
other, so the properties of any planets that are detected af-
fect the conditional distributions for the undetected planets.
The abundance of stars with multiple planets necessitates ac-
counting for multiple planets around each star. Thus, evaluat-
ing the likelihood in Eqn. 2 in the context of the Kepler planet
search and multiple planet systems is intractable, regardless
of whether it is to be used for an MCMC simulation to per-
form parameter estimation for the population parameters, φ,
or for a computing maximum likelihood estimator. These
limitations motivate us to consider an alternative approach to
characterizing the exoplanet population that we will explore
in the next section.
2.2. Theory of Approximate Bayesian Computing
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) provides a
means to perform Bayesian inference for problems where ei-
ther it is not practical to write out the likelihood or evaluating
the likelihood is computationally prohibitive.
ABC is particularly well-suited for applying HBM to
model populations. One specifies a forward model to de-
scribe both the population to be characterized and the process
of collecting data (see §3) and a process for choosing which
simulated datasets (and their associated populations param-
eters) are to be accepted. One computes many realizations
of the forward model via some variant of Monte Carlo sim-
ulation and accumulates an ensemble of model parameters
that yielded simulated data sets that are sufficiently similar
to the observed data set. The result is an “ABC posterior”
(piABC(φ|Y )) that takes the place of a traditional Bayesian
posterior. If we retain only the population level parameters,
then we effectively marginalize over the unknown physical
properties of individual members of the population, includ-
ing both those detected and those that escaped detection:
piABC(φ|Y ) = pi(φ|ρ(S(Y ),S(Yobs))< ) (3)
where ρ is the distance function and  is the distance thresh-
old. Based on the challenges described in §2.1, we anticipate
that this approach will be particularly valuable for character-
izing the population of planetary systems.
While ABC is motivated by complex problems for which
likelihood-based methods are impractical, one can also ap-
ply ABC to problems for which one can write down the pri-
ors and likelihood. In such cases, one can show that the
ABC posterior approaches the true posterior for small  if one
uses sufficient summary statistics and a reasonable distance
function (Marin et al. 2012; Beaumont et al. 2008). There-
fore, ABC provides a solid statistical foundation for perform-
ing likelihood-based statistical inference for complex models
where inference using the full likelihood is impractical.
Here we will provide an outline of the general process for
choosing which simulated data sets are to be accepted, be-
fore addressing the specific implementation for this study
in subsequent sections. First, we choose a set of summary
statistics (S(Y )) that characterize the key properties of the
observed or simulated data (see §2.4). Second, we choose
a distance function, ρ(S(Yi),S(Yobs)), that specifies the dis-
tance between the summary statistics computed for a sim-
ulated dataset (si = S(Yi)) and the summary statistics for the
observed data, (sobs = S(Yobs); see 2.5). Third, we specify ,
the maximum acceptable distance for a simulated data set to
be accepted. In this case, the ABC posterior is given by
piABC(φ|Y )∝∫
φ
dφ δ(ρ(S(Y ),S(Yobs))< )×
Nt∏
i=1
∫
θ j
dθ j pi(φ)pi(θ j|φ) f (Yj|θ j)
(4)
The outer integral samples from the prior for φ, the inner
integrals correspond to sampling the possible values for the
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true parameters of each population member (θ j), and the δ-
function selects those draws that result in the distance func-
tion meeting the acceptance criterion.
As a particularly simple example, one could use a naive
Monte Carlo algorithm, repeatedly drawing sets of model pa-
rameters (φi,θi j) from the prior distributions pi(φi)∼pi(φ) and
θi j ∼ pi(θ j|φi), where “∼” can be read as “is distributed as.”
For each realization, one would generate a simulated data set
(Yi) and compute the associated summary statistics, si = S(Yi).
If the distance between the simulated data and the observed
data is sufficiently small, i.e., ρ(si,sobs) ≤ , then the model
parameters φi and θi j’s are added to the ensemble that forms
the ABC posterior. In other words, only parameter values
that create simulated data that are very close to the observed
data are kept in the ABC posterior.
In practice, the naive ABC algorithm described above is
extremely computationally inefficient for most problems of
interest and small . For ABC to be useful on real world
problems, one must apply a more efficient sampling strat-
egy (e.g., Beaumont et al. 2008; Blum 2009; Ratmann et al.
2013). For this study, we apply a sequential importance sam-
pling strategy described in §2.3.
2.3. Approximate Bayesian Computing in Practice
This study makes use of an ABC - Population Monte Carlo
(ABC-PMC) algorithm which relies on sequential impor-
tance sampling to evolve an ABC posterior with the goal of
achieving a large number of draws with sufficiently small .
Our algorithm closely follows that described in Beaumont
et al. (2008) and Ratmann et al. (2013). Each generation in
the computed sequence contains an ensemble of model pa-
rameters. In statistical parlance, each generation’s ensem-
ble (or population) consists of multiple “particles”. Each en-
semble of particles can be used to approximate a probabil-
ity distribution over the model parameter space. To initialize
the ABC-PMC algorithm, we first apply simple Monte Carlo
with a fixed number of draws from the prior distribution, and
we select the Npart particles which resulted in the smallest dis-
tances to the observed dataset. The selected particles make
up the 0th generation in which all particles have a distance
less than 0 = maxi(ρ0,i). For this and each subsequent gener-
ation, we construct a Gaussian mixture model with the mix-
ture components centered on the model parameter values of
each particle. For the 0th generation, each particle is assigned
an equal mixture weight which will be updated on subsequent
generations. Each mixture component shares a common co-
variance matrix which is based on the sample covariance of
the current particle ensemble. Mathematically, the ABC pos-
terior at generation g (pABC,g(φ|Yobs)) is estimated by
pABC,g(φ|Yobs) =
Npart∑
i=1
wg,iNφ(φg,i,Σg) (5)
where wg,i is the weight of the ith particle in generation g, the
weights at each generation form a simplex (i.e.,
∑
i wg,i = 1),
Nφ(µ,Σ) is a normal probability distribution for φ with mean
µ and variance Σ, and Σg is the sample covariance of the
population parameters φg,i at generation g.
For each subsequent generation, the ABC-PMC particle
population is evolved using importance sampling (IS) to draw
trial sets of model parameters (φ∗) for the next generation,
φ∗ ∼ pIS,g(φ). When evaluating trial sets of model parame-
ters for the gth generation, only trials that result in a distance
between the simulated data and observed data that is less than
g are accepted. The distance threshold g is gradually de-
creased, so that each generation more closely approximates
the posterior distribution (which requires → 0). Once the
algorithm draws Npart trial particles with ρ∗ < g, the weights
for each particle are updated to be proportional to the ra-
tio of the prior and the importance sampling density. First,
we compute unnormalized weights, w∗g,i = p(φg,i)/pIS,g(φg,i),
before computing the properly normalized weights, wg,i =
w∗g,i/
∑Npart
i=1 w
∗
g,i. This results in the ABC posterior in sub-
sequent generations respecting both the prior for model pa-
rameters and the distance constraint (Beaumont et al. 2008)
.
Beaumont et al. (2008) recommend using a Gaussian mix-
ture model for the importance sampling density,
φ∗ ∼ pIS,g+1(φ) =
Npart∑
i=1
wg,iNφ(φg,i, τΣg), (6)
where the covariance is scaled by τ ' 2 relative to the ABC
posterior, so as to reduce the risk of some particles being
assigned large weights. By performing this scaling, we ef-
fectively sample generation g+1 from an expanded posterior
of generation g. We found that sometimes this can result in
the particle population being dominated by a small number
of particles that are assigned large weights. To reduce this
risk and make the ABC-PMC algorithm more efficient, we
suggest truncating each component of the mixture model to
exclude values of φ∗ that result in (φ∗ − φg,i)′(τΣg)−1(φ∗ −
φg,i) ≥ Xcrit, where Xcrit = 2√nparam and nparam is the number
of model parameters being characterized by ABC. Formally,
this can result in some valid regions of parameter space for
φ being assigned zero probability by the importance sampler.
In practice, this is not a problem for our application, since
any such regions are extremely unlikely to result in simu-
lated data set with ρ(S(φ∗),sobs)≤ g+1. Note that truncation
is not used when approximating the final ABC posterior, so
the ABC posterior is non-zero for all φ (with prior support).
During the course of this study, we found that the dis-
tance threshold i can be decreased relatively rapidly in early
generations. Eventually, i becomes small enough that sam-
pling noise is likely to cause a simulated data set to have a
distance larger than i. At this point, further reductions in
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i rapidly become computationally prohibitive. Therefore,
we developed a set of heuristics to automatically terminate
the sequential importance sampler once the desired preci-
sion had been reached or once the algorithm efficiency has
dropped to the point where it is no longer making signifi-
cant improvements. We halt once of the following events oc-
curs: (1) The mean distance between the generated catalogs
and the true observed catalog drops below a target distance
threshold , (2) the number of generations reaches a maxi-
mum limit, Nmax,gen = 200, (3) the number of consecutively
repeated states exceeds a threshold which we set equal to the
the total number of particles. A particle’s state is repeated
when the algorithm fails to generate a set of model parame-
ters resulting in ρ(s∗,sobs) < i after Nmax trial sets of model
parameters. The algorithm tracks how many times each parti-
cle has repeated its current set of parameter values, and resets
the counter each time the particle is successfully updated. If
the number of consecutively repeated states summed over all
particles in a generation exceeds the number of particles per
generation, then the algorithm halts. (4) during the most re-
cent generation, the median number of trial sets of model pa-
rameters required to generate a successful set of Npart model
parameters (i.e., ρ(s∗,sobs) < i) exceeds 0.2× Nmax, or (5)
the algorithm fails to improve the distance threshold for three
consecutive generations due to at least one particle in each
generation requiring a number of attempted draws greater
than 0.75 Nmax. Ideally, one would use only Criteria 1, so as
to achieve the desired level of convergence. Often, one does
not know a priori what level of convergence is practical. In
such cases, one can set  to be so small that criterion 1 is un-
likely to be met. In this case, the algorithm will proceed until
one of criteria 2, 3, 4 or 5 are met, at which point further im-
provements in  become extremely computationally expen-
sive. In our calculations, criteria 2 and 3 were never invoked.
Instead, criteria 4 and 5 was found to be effective stopping
criteria, recognizing when further calculations would yield
negligible improvements in . At this point, the ABC pos-
terior width had converged to very near the the Monte-Carlo
limit for the vast majority of our calculations (see Fig. 2).
2.4. Summary Statistics
The ability of the ABC posterior to approximate the true
posterior depends on using a distance function that can iden-
tify simulated data sets that are similar to the observed data
set. In practice, the distance function (ρ) is usually chosen to
be a function of a set of summary statistics (S), rather than a
function of all the data (Y ).
For example, consider the problem of characterizing the
distribution of a population of values (xi), each drawn from a
normal distribution with unknown mean (µ) and variance of
unity. One can compute the posterior distribution for µ using
only 〈x〉, the mean value of the xi’s. If one knows 〈x〉, then
also knowing the specific value of each of the xi’s would not
affect one’s estimate of µ or the population from which xi’s
are drawn. For this reason, 〈x〉 is referred to as a “sufficient
statistic” to characterize a normal distribution with known
variance. When using sufficient statistics and a reasonable
distance function, one can prove that the ABC posterior will
approach the true Bayesian posterior for sufficiently small .
Similarly, if the true distribution were normal with unknown
mean and unknown variance, the sample mean and sample
covariance would form a set of sufficient statistics. Formally,
the full data set is also a sufficient statistic, but this is rarely
useful, since it is unlikely that one would draw values close
to each of the xi’s, even if one were using the true population
mean and variance.
In this paper, we will characterize planet occurrence rates
over a 2-d grid in planet size and orbital period, focusing on a
specific set of Ntarg host stars. We define ns,r,p to be the num-
ber of planets with size Rp,r < Rp ≤ Rp,r+1 and orbital period
Pp < P ≤ Pp+1 orbiting star s. We assume that each ns,r,p
is drawn independently from a Poisson distribution with oc-
currence rate fr,p that is constant over the relevant range of
radii & periods. If we assume a known number of target
stars, that this model is the true distribution of planets, and
that all planets are detected, then the number of planets in
each bin would form a sufficient set of summary statistics.
Even if not all planets are detected, the detected number of
planets in each bin: nr,p =
∑
s ns,r,p are sufficient summary
statistics provided that the probability of detection for each
planet is known. Therefore, we adopt the ratio of the number
of planets in each bin to the overall number of target stars
(S(Y ) = {nr,p/Ntarg}) as our summary statistics. Of course,
it is usually necessary to perform statistical inference with
a model whose assumptions are not exactly true. We discuss
some of the more obvious issues related to the choice of sum-
mary statistics below and return to discuss the issue of model
misspecification further in §2.6.
We chose bin boundaries of {0.5, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40,
80, 160, 320} days & {0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.5,
3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16} R⊕, following Christiansen et al. (2015)
and Howard et al. (2012). Of course, future applications
could make alternative choices for the boundaries of planet
size and orbital period bins. If one were to adopt bins that
were very large, then the assumption of a constant occurrence
rate within the bin could become inadequate. If one were to
adopt bins that were very small, then most bins would have
zero to a few planets, causing the variance of the posterior
occurrence rate to be large. In principle, one could adopt a
prior that assumes occurrence rates in nearby bins are cor-
relate (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014) to reduce the variance
while retaining significant model flexibility. In this study, we
assume rates are uncorrelated between bins, so as to simplify
the interpretation and comparisons to previous studies.
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Since orbital periods are measured precisely, there is es-
sentially no error in assigning planets to period bins for any
reasonable bin width. Uncertainty in transit depths and stellar
radii propagate to cause a modest difference between the true
and estimated planet radii, resulting in some planets near a
boundary in planet size being assigned to the “wrong” radius
bin. ABC can accounts for this effect, by using a forward
model that generates both true and observed stellar and plan-
etary radii. The main consequence of uncertainty in planet
size is that any sharp changes in the true occurrence rate as
a function of planet radius will appear to be less sharp in
the observed (and simulated) catalogs. A more subtle ef-
fect of the uncertainty in stellar radii is that the posterior for
the planet occurrence rate in neighboring bins in planet size
could be anti-correlated. If a planet were near the bound-
ary of two bins in planet size, then it could be assigned to
one bin or the other, but not both bins or neither bin. If one
asked what is the occurrence rate for a range of planet sizes
spanned by both bins, then the sum of the occurrence rates
would be accurate, but the uncertainty in the sum of the oc-
currence rates for the two bins would not be as large is if the
two bins were uncorrelated. We investigate the strength of
these effects in §5.2.
For more complex problems (e.g., characterizing planetary
architectures), it is likely not possible to identify a small set
of sufficient summary statistics. Yet, the power of ABC can
be traced to the dimensional reduction that comes from a rel-
atively small set of summary statistics encapsulating the key
features of the data. Just as a standard Bayesian analysis must
choose an appropriate prior and likelihood, in an ABC anal-
ysis, it is important to choose an appropriate set of summary
statistics, so as to encode the key physical properties of the
population for the scientific questions at hand.
2.5. Distance Functions
The ABC algorithm requires specifying a function to com-
pute the distance (ρ) between the summary statistics for ob-
served catalog sobs and the summary statistics for each sim-
ulated planet population (s∗). For the simulations shown in
this paper, we consider the planet occurrence rate for each
bin of planet size and orbital period separately. When char-
acterizing the occurrence rate of a single bin, the summary
statistic is a scalar, so the choice of the distance function is
obvious: ρ((sobs,s∗) = (sobs − s∗)2. In other words, the trial
parameters (φ∗) will be accepted in the ABC posterior for
generation g if the result of the forward model produces a
frequency of detected planets (nr,p/Ntarg) that is within
√
g
of the Kepler observed frequency sobs.
In the primary applications for this paper, each bin is inde-
pendent of the other bins. However, to illustrate how ABC
could be applied to more complex models with multiple in-
terdependent summary statistics, we also explore distance
functions that simultaneously fit occurrence rates in multi-
ple different bins. In simulations that consider the occur-
rence rate for multiple bins simultaneously, the summary
statistics are no longer scalar. In preliminary simulations,
we explored various choices for the distance function, in-
cluding: 1) ρmax(sobs,s∗) = maxk |sobs,k − s∗k |, 2) ρL1(sobs,s∗) =∑
k |sobs − s∗k |, and 3) ρL2(sobs,s∗) =
∑
k |sobs − s∗k |2, where the
maximum or sum over k is over each of the summary statis-
tics (i.e., over all the bins).
When analyzing models that include multiple bins with
widely varying values of fr,p, we found that ρL1 or ρL2 could
result in less precise estimates of some fr,p’s. However, when
considering occurrence rates for a large number of bins si-
multaneously (i.e. > 5 bins) ρmax struggles significantly in
the efficiency of convergence. Due to this poor efficiency for
the ρmax distance function, we choose to report results based
on the ρL2 distance function in this study. In this study, each
of the summary statistics is a sample occurrence rate. In fu-
ture studies where summary statistics are not naturally com-
parable, it will likely be advantageous to normalize or scale
the different summary statistics.
Our implementation of the ABC-PMC algorithm described
above is provided by the ABC.jl package (Ford et al. 2018a)
for the Julia programming language (Bezanson et al. 2014)
and is available at https://github.com/eford/
ABC.jl/tree/hsu_etal_2018-v1.0 under the MIT
Expat License. ABC.jl was designed to be generally ap-
plicable and is not specific to our current applications of
characterizing exoplanet populations.
2.6. Model Misspecification
One should be concerned about the potential effects of
model misspecification when applying any statistical model
to a real physical situation. In the case of a traditional
Bayesian analysis, this concern is manifest in the choice
of the likelihood function. In the case of ABC, concerns
about model misspecification can appear in either the for-
ward model or the choice of summary statistics. While the
potential for model misspecification likely renders the choice
of summary statistics imperfect, the underlying concerns of
model misspecification are not unique to ABC, but apply to
any statistical analysis, whether frequentist or Bayesian, with
or without a likelihood.
Dealing with model misspecification is a major problem
well beyond the scope of this paper. We will discuss two
examples of how our model is likely imperfect below. First,
we note that either ABC or a hierarchical Bayesian model are
less sensitive to deviations of the true and assumed planet de-
tection efficiency model than the IDEM method, since IDEM
uses a point estimate for the planet detection efficiency. Fur-
ther, the bias in IDEM persists, even when planet detection
efficiency is known exactly. Using ABC offers the benefit
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of a rigorous statistical foundation for performing inference
even in presence of the inevitable uncertainty in the planet
size.
The distribution of planets likely differs from the assumed
piecewise constant model (or any other possible assumed dis-
tribution). Simple parametric planet occurrence rate models
(e.g., power-law) are prone to bias due to model misspeci-
fication, particularly if the empirical constraints are signifi-
cantly stronger in one region of parameter space (e.g., where
planet detections are more abundant) than another region
where one would like to characterize the predictive distri-
bution (e.g., Earth-size planets in habitable zone). A non-
parametric model for the planet occurrence rate provides in-
creased flexibility to reduce such risks of introducing a bias
in the occurrence rate of Earth-analogs due to model mis-
specification. Of course, the specific choice of number and
location of bin boundaries is subjective. We discuss the asso-
ciated tradeoffs in §2.4 and adopt bin boundaries following
Christiansen et al. (2015) and Howard et al. (2012).
Similarly, the planet detection efficiency model is not
known perfectly. Just as a standard frequentist or Bayesian
analysis using a likelihood based on an imperfect detection
model would be biased, the results of ABC would be biased
by an inaccurate detection probability model. Fortunately,
the magnitude of this bias goes to zero as the assumed planet
detection efficiency model approaches the true planet detec-
tion efficiency. The Kepler team has performed numerous
simulations to characterize the detection probability as a
function of the injected planet parameters. We apply a de-
tection probability for each of the detected planets based on
Monte Carlo simulations from transit injection studies (e.g.,
Christiansen et al. 2015). This dramatically mitigates the
concern about the accuracy of the planet detection efficiency
model, particularly relative to analyses which assume a de-
tection efficiency model without the benefit of calibration to
Monte Carlo simulations. Future studies can explore the sen-
sitivity of results to the choice of planet detection efficiency
model.
3. PHYSICAL MODEL: SYSSIM
Our forward model has two key components: a process
for generating a set of target stars and associated planets,
and a model for “observing” the targets to obtain a cata-
log of detected planets and their estimated properties. We
describe the model for generating target stars and planets
in this section and the model for generating simulated ob-
served catalogs in §3.3. We refer to both parts of the forward
model as SysSim, short for the Planetary Systems Simula-
tor. SysSim is an empirical model which generates planetary
systems using flexible parameters (here fr,p) that can be later
compared to planet formation hypotheses. Its primary goal
is to aid in interpreting Kepler data to characterize the true,
underlying exoplanetary population. SysSim is implemented
in Julia (Bezanson et al. 2014) by the ExoplanetsSysSim.jl
package (Ford et al. 2018b) and is available at https:
//github.com/dch216/ExoplanetsSysSim.jl/
tree/hsu_etal_2018-v1.0 under the MIT Expat Li-
cense. SysSim was designed to be highly extensible and also
contains many additional features, some tested and some
still under development, which we intend to present in future
publications.
3.1. Stellar Properties
For each simulated planet catalog, we draw a sample of
Ntarg = 150,518 target stars from the Q1-Q16 catalog of Ke-
pler target stars (Huber et al. 2014). For each target star,
we store the estimated star mass, estimated star radius, the
robust root mean square combined differential photometric
precision on 4.5 hour timescale (CDPP), the timespan from
the first to the last Kepler observation of the target, and the
duty cycle (i.e., the fraction of above time span during which
usable Kepler data is available), as well as upper and lower
uncertainty estimates for the star mass and radius.
For this study, we populate the catalog of potential tar-
get stars with a subset of the Kepler stellar properties cata-
log, as obtained from the Exoplanet Archive at NExScI in
June 2015, which derive from Huber et al. (2014). Fol-
lowing Christiansen et al. (2015), we aim to include main
sequence FGK stars by including only target stars that: 1)
were observed for at least one quarter by Kepler in Q1-Q12,
2) have estimated properties of 4000K < Teff < 7000K and
logg> 4.0, and 3) have valid values and uncertainties for star
mass, radius, density, and CDPP. Our resulting target star list
is very similar to that of Christiansen et al. (2015), but differs
slightly, since some of the data in the star properties catalog
at NExScI has been updated since the study. For example,
we find 150,518 stars, which is slightly less than the 152,066
found by Christiansen et al. (2015).
Our approach for assigning stellar properties differs from
that of assigning planet properties (see §3.2), since we are not
attempting to infer properties of the Kepler target star popu-
lation. In principle, one could try to simultaneously infer the
properties of the Kepler host star population and the planet
population. However, this would require substantially in-
creasing the number of model parameters and observational
constraints, as well as modeling the complex target selection
process for choosing which targets would be downloaded.
Future studies may find it advantageous to model both the
host star and planet populations. This could be particularly
useful when applied to results from the upcoming TESS mis-
sion. Since the TESS mission plans to download full frame
images, the target selection process is significantly simplified
relative to that of the Kepler planet search.
3.2. Planet Model
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Each planet is assigned physical properties (i.e., radius,
period, orbit) by drawing from proposed distributions for a
given model. The sampling distribution for each planet is set
by the model parameters and is not related to measurements
of any specific planet candidate in the Kepler catalog. Planet
properties are drawn independently, even for planets orbiting
the same star. For each target star, we draw the number of
planets from a Poisson distribution with rate, λ =
∑
r,p fr,p,
where r and p range over all planet radius and orbital period
bins being included in the simulation at hand. For this paper,
the summary statistics depend only on the total number of
planets in each bin. Since planets are drawn independently
of each other, we could have used a simpler model that did
not allow for multiple planets around the same star. Never-
theless, the code implements this feature in preparation for
future studies with SysSim that will study the architectures
of planetary systems. Note that λ is the average number of
planets per star (in the entire radius/period range). Experi-
mentation showed that large λ would slow the analysis and
was inconsistent with the observations, so the Poisson dis-
tribution is truncated at Nmax,pl = 10. For each planet, we
first assign a radius-period bin by drawing from a categorical
distribution with the probability for each bin proportional to
the rate fr,p and normalized so the probabilities sum to unity.
Next, we draw the precise orbital period and planet size, uni-
formly in log period and log radius constrained to be within
the respective ranges of planet’s assigned bin. Each planet
is assigned a Keplerian orbit, where the eccentricity is drawn
from a Rayleigh distribution with scale parameter σhk = 0.03
(Fabrycky et al. 2014). Such small eccentricities have only
a modest effect on the planet occurrence rate (Burke et al.
2015), but we include full Keplerian orbital parameters for
the sake of completeness and future applications. Next, incli-
nations are drawn so that orbital planes are oriented isotrop-
ically over the sky (i.e. cos i ∼U(−1,1)). Since we are con-
sidering only the rate of planets per star (per bin in period and
radius) and not the properties of multiple planet systems, the
distribution of mutual inclinations of planets does not affect
our calculations.
The angles (argument of periastron, longitude of ascending
node, and mean anomaly at the reference epoch) are drawn
from uniform distributions. Collectively, each simulated cat-
alog of target stars and their planets is known as a “physical
catalog”, since this contains all the stars and planets (includ-
ing those that will not be detectable), along with their true
properties (as opposed to their estimated properties).
3.3. Observed Catalog
For each simulated physical catalog, we construct a simu-
lated “observed catalog” that will be compared to the actual
catalog of Kepler planet candidates. Rather than generating
full light curves for each target, we compute the primary ob-
servables that characterize each transiting planet: the orbital
period (P), the time of the 0th transit (t0), the fractional transit
depth (d = Rp/R?), and the transit duration (D).
Next, we compute the probability that each planet would
be detected. In practice, the detection probability depends on
two parts: the geometric probability that the planet transits
the star for a given observer and the probability that the planet
would be detected if it were known to transit the star. For the
sake of computational efficiency, we first compute the proba-
bility that the planet would be detected if the orbital plane re-
sulted in the planet transiting across the diameter of the star.
For this study, we we adopt the Γ distribution CDF model
for the planet detection efficiency (pdet) which accounts for
the transit depth, duration, CDPP, orbital period, timespan of
observations and duty cycle (Christiansen et al. 2015). We
multiply the above detection probability by a binomial ana-
lytic window function to ensure that only planets transiting
at least three times are considered detectable (pwin,≥3), fol-
lowing (Burke et al. 2015). At this point, planets with neg-
ligible detection probability (even if observed edge-on) are
discarded from the observed catalog. The remaining planets
are considered “potentially detectable”, meaning there is a
non-negligible probability that the planet would be detected
if the viewing geometry were favorable.
Next, we account for the fact that not all planets transit
their star for a given viewing geometry. At this point, there
are two possible approaches: adopting a single viewing ge-
ometry or averaging over all possible viewing geometries.
The simplest approach is to compute which of the potentially
detectable planets actually transit the star given their orbits
and star properties for a single observer (i.e., using the spe-
cific i and ω of each planet). In this case, we simply test
whether acos(i)(1− e2) ≤ R?(1+ esinω), which requires that
the center of the planet pass inside the disk of the star, to
determine whether the geometric transit probability pgeo for
this specific planet and viewing geometry is unity or zero.
In our ABC simulations, the stellar radius R? used for cal-
culating the transit probability is the physical stellar radius
which is assigned based on the observed radius and its un-
certainty reported in the input stellar catalog. (We ignore
the small numbers of planets with impact parameters greater
than unity, since such transits are rare and are so hard to dis-
tinguish from grazing eclipsing binaries that such a transit
would often be dismissed as a likely astrophysical false pos-
itive.) For each simulated potentially detectable planet that
transits the disk of its host star, we compute an updated tran-
sit detection probability that now accounts for its actual im-
pact parameter which typically results in reducing the tran-
sit duration and the integrated transit signal-to-noise. Each
potentially detectable planet that transits its host star is la-
beled as either detected or not detected by drawing from a
Bernoulli distribution with the updated transit detection prob-
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ability. This results in a combined probability of detecting a
planet, pcomb = pgeo pdet pwin,≥3).
Each detected planet is added to an observed catalog, along
with of its measured transit parameters, referring to the mea-
sured orbital period (Pˆ), measured time of the 0th transit (tˆ0),
measured fractional transit depth (dˆ), and measured transit
duration (Dˆ). Each measurement is assumed to be normally
distributed about the true value with dispersion based on the
transit signal-to-noise and uncertainty in stellar parameters.
For simplicity, we use only the diagonal terms of the covari-
ance matrix for the transit parameters, as given by Eqn. A8
and Table 1 of Price & Rogers (2014). Then, planets are
assigned to their radius-period bin based on their observed
radius and period, which are calculated using the measured
transit parameters in the observed planet and stellar catalogs.
If a planet’s observed radius falls outside the range of radii
under consideration, then it is excluded when counting the
number of planets detected in the relevant bin(s). The sum-
mary statistics are simply the number of detected planets in
each planet radius-period bin divided by the number of target
stars within the catalog, {nr,p/Ntarg}.
An alternative approach is to generate a probabilistic cat-
alog, where each potentially detectable planet is included
along with a weight proportional to its combined probabil-
ity. Future studies characterizing the distribution of plane-
tary architectures could benefit from CORBITS (Brakensiek
& Ragozzine 2016) which can efficiently compute the sky-
averaged geometric probability of any combination of plan-
ets transiting their host star using nearly algebraic formu-
lae. While SysSim includes support for probabilistic cata-
logs, this feature was not used for this study, since we focus
on properties of individual planets rather than planetary sys-
tems. We provide a brief overview of this approach in Ap-
pendix C.
4. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
Having described our statistical framework in §2 and the
particulars of our physically-motivated forward model in §3,
we proceed to the task of verification and validation of our
code and algorithms before applying them to actual science
data. In this section, we verify that our implementations of
ABC-PMC and SysSim, as well as our choices for the sum-
mary statistics and distance function, accurately characterize
planet occurrence rates for simulated data sets. We also val-
idate that our refinements to ABC described in §2.3 actually
improve the algorithms’ efficiency, at least for our specific
problem.
4.1. Methods
For our initial verification tests, we generated synthetic
“observed” catalogs from our forward model that will be
used in place of the actual catalog of Kepler planet candidates
for the purpose of validating our algorithm & code through-
out this section. Both the synthetic observed catalog and cat-
alogs simulated during the ABC process are parameterized
by the planet occurrence rates ( fr,p) for population level pa-
rameters, φ.
We apply ABC-PMC to generate pABC,( fr,p|Yobs), a Gaus-
sian mixture model approximation for the ABC posterior dis-
tribution with tolerance  for each bin in planet radius and
orbital period, indexed by r and p for our synthetic data
Yobs. Since we marginalize over the physical properties of
each planet, the ABC posterior is a function of only the
population-level parameters, in this case fr,p. During the se-
quential importance sampling phase of ABC, we use 40 “par-
ticles” for our mixture model. We run ABC for several gen-
erations, decreasing the distance threshold until we reach the
stopping criterion. For these validation runs, we set the tar-
get distance threshold, , to zero. In practice, this resulted in
ABC stopping once the median number of attempted draws
per particle exceeds 20% the maximum number of attempts
per particle, Nmax = 50.
We compute the mean ( fˆr,p) and a 68.3% credible interval
of the ABC posterior for each fr,p using the weights from
importance sampling and compare this credible interval to
the true simulated planet occurrence rate.
4.2. Results of V&V
4.2.1. ABC Posteriors are Accurate
We confirm that the mean of the ABC posterior provides
an accurate estimate of the true occurrence rate. We repeat
this experiment ten times for three different bins using dif-
ferent simulated catalogs to confirm that that 68.3% credible
interval for the occurrence rate accurately approximates the
difference between the posterior mean and true occurrence
rate and that there is no detectable bias (e.g., Fig. 1, bottom
panel). Note that our ABC posteriors behave much better
than those of the inverse detection efficiency method which
can give significantly biased estimates (see Fig. 1, top panel).
We provide a more detailed description of the inverse detec-
tion efficiency method in Appendix A.
4.2.2. Width of ABC Posterior & Choice of Distance Tolerance
In principle, the width of the ABC posterior should be
larger than width of the true posterior when the final distance
tolerance is greater than zero. If the distance function is cho-
sen well and the ABC simulation is executed effectively, then
 will be sufficiently small that the width of the ABC poste-
rior will be close to that of the true posterior. In this sec-
tion, we demonstrate that the width of ABC posteriors very
closely approximates the correct posterior width by compar-
ing results for different values of  and by comparing to a
simplified Bayesian model in the limit of low fixed transit
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noise included in the forward model for ABC (see Appendix
B).
First, we characterize how σ, the half-width of the 68.3%
credible interval for the ABC posterior for f , depends on the
. For this purpose, we perform tests using a single bin in
planet size (Rp = 1− 1.25R⊕) and period (P = 10− 20 days).
For each simulation we plot the half-width of the ABC pos-
terior, σg, as a function of ρg, the median distance of the par-
ticles in the gth generation of the sequential importance sam-
pler (Fig. 2). During early generations, ρg steadily decreases
and σ improves, moving towards the bottom left of the fig-
ure. Eventually, randomness inherent in the forward model
and the finite number of targets results in the ABC posterior
width fluctuating, even as g continues to decrease. As long
as one uses an  value no greater than the point where σg
plateaus, the ABC posterior width is insensitive to the choice
of . However the computational cost can increase signifi-
cantly, if one insists on a significantly smaller value of .
Next, we compare the width of the ABC posterior to es-
timates for the standard deviation of the posterior from a
Bayesian analysis for a simplified model which accounts for
the finite sample size, but does not require ABC (solid lines).
We see in Figure 2 that the widths of the ABC posterior
for simulations with f = 10−1, 10−2, and 10−3 are very near
the theoretical limits for the posterior width of the simplified
Bayesian model that we describe in Appendix B. In the case
of the f = 10−4 simulation, the ABC stopping criterion was
met before σg had clearly plateaued. If we were to continue
to run the ABC simulations with even smaller , then the
ABC posterior width might decrease further, but this would
be computationally expensive. Based on comparing to the
posterior width for the simplified Bayesian model, we expect
that the posterior width could not decrease by more than a
factor of∼ 2. It is also worth exploring why the ABC poste-
rior width is greater than the width of the simplified Bayesian
model. For the f = 10−4 simulation, there were 0 planets de-
tected, so the data impose a strong limit on the planet occur-
rence rate, but the shape of the posterior at smaller rates will
be sensitive to the choice of priors. Therefore, if zero planet
candidates are detected in any bin, then we report only only
upper limits on the planet occurrence rate. For example, in
the case of the f = 10−4 simulation, we would report a limit of
< 6×10−4. In contrast, for bins with no detected planets, the
IDEM method as commonly used in the literature provides
neither an estimate of the rate nor an upper limit. Of course,
it is possible to compute upper limits using either a maxi-
mum likelihood or a Bayesian analysis without using ABC
(e.g., see Appendix A).
4.2.3. Width of ABC Posterior as a Function of Orbital Period
Since the transit probability decreases with increasing or-
bital period, there are more planets detected at small orbital
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Figure 2. Standard deviation, σ, of the ABC posterior for the oc-
currence rates as a function of ρ, the median distance within each
generation for P = 10−20 days and Rp = 1−1.25R⊕ & N? = 150,518.
The symbol style/color indicates simulations with different under-
lying occurrence rates. Each simulation starts from the top right
and decreases in σ towards the bottom left over the course of the
run. The colored lines correspond to the inevitable Monte Carlo un-
certainty, estimated by the posterior width for simulations using the
Simplified Bayesian model described in Appendix B. The plateau of
the different simulations at their respective Monte Carlo uncertain-
ties show that our simulations reach the Monte Carlo noise limit.
periods. Therefore, we expect the precision of planet occur-
rence rates will increase with orbital period for a fixed oc-
currence rate and the width of the ABC posteriors will in-
crease for bins with increasing orbital period. To explore
this effect, we perform simulations on bins over the full pe-
riod range, keeping the radius range of each bin the same
(Rp = 1 − 1.25R⊕). For one set of simulations, the true oc-
currence rate used to generate the observed catalog is fixed
at f = 0.015 per star (Fig. 3). First, we note that the ABC
posterior accurately estimates the true occurrence rates (not
shown) for all of these cases. As expected, we find more pre-
cise estimates of the estimated occurrence rate (i.e., smaller
values of σ) at shorter orbital periods. For periods less than
20 days, the width of the ABC posterior has clearly plateaued
indicating that further reductions in will not affect the width
of the ABC posterior. For orbital periods greater than 80
days, ABC has not reached a plateau, so smaller values of
 might result in a smaller uncertainty on planet occurrence
rates.
4.3. Number of Model Parameters
For most of this study, we perform inference on a single
population-level model parameter at a time. However, in
§5.2 we report results based on simulations simultaneously
estimating occurrence rates for multiple bins include differ-
ing planet size ranges, but a common orbital period. We in-
terpret the results to understand the effect of uncertainty in
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Figure 3. Standard deviation, σ, of the ABC posterior for the oc-
currence rates as a function of ρ, the median distance within each
generation  for N? = 150,000. The true occurrence rate used to gen-
erate the observed catalog is fixed at f = 0.015. The symbol style
indicates simulations with bins of different orbital period ranges.
Each simulation starts from the top right and decreases in σ towards
the bottom left over the course of the run. As expected, more pre-
cise estimate of the occurrence rate (i.e., smaller σ) are achieved at
shorter orbital periods, primarily due to the increased transit proba-
bility.
planet radii on the joint ABC posterior for planet occurrence
rates in bins of neighboring planet sizes.
Before performing such tests, we need to verify that the
ABC-PMC algorithm also performs acceptably when esti-
mating multiple fr,p’s simultaneously. Therefore, we charac-
terize the computational efficiency of our algorithm as a func-
tion of the number of planet radius-period bins being char-
acterized simultaneously. These simulations also serve as a
stepping stone to future studies that include more population-
level model parameters.
For these experiments, we choose the true values of the
planet occurrence rates ( fr,p) to be similar to those in the DE2
detection table in Figure 7 of Christiansen et al. (2015). For
the distance function, we use ρmax from §2.5 (i.e. compute
the absolute difference between the ratio of the number of
detected planets to Ntarg in the “observed” planet catalog and
the ratio of the expected number of detected planets to Ntarg
in the simulated catalog, and take the maximum over all the
bins included in the current simulation).
We perform tests inferring values of fr,p for 1, 2, 4, 8,
16 and 32 size-period bins simultaneously. We find that the
ABC algorithm successfully converged around the true oc-
currence rates for the 1, 2, and 4 bin tests. However, it be-
came very inefficient for the 8, 16, and 32 bin tests even be-
fore achieving an  that is acceptably small (see Fig. 4), i.e.,
slow was significantly larger than the  needed to realize the
most precise possible ABC estimates for the fr,p’s.
5. APPLICATION TO KEPLER DATA
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Figure 4. Standard deviation (σ) of the inferred planet occurrence
rate as a function of the final distance tolerance () for different
choices of the number of occurrence rate parameters, Nbin, with
N? = 40,000 and a “true” occurrence rate f = 0.015. Each simula-
tion starts from the top right and decreases in σ towards the bottom
left over the course of the run. Our implementation of ABC works
well for inferring up to 4 parameters simultaneously, but modifica-
tions would be required to efficiently perform inference with ≥ 8
parameters simultaneously.
Having validated that our algorithm and implementations
of ABC-PMC and SysSim can accurately characterize planet
occurrence rates, we proceed to apply this framework to a re-
cent Kepler planet catalog. The catalog of target star proper-
ties is described in §3.1. For observed planet candidate cata-
log properties, we adopt the Q1-Q16 planet candidate catalog
obtained from the NASA Exoplanet Archive in March 2017
(Mullally et al. 2015; Rowe et al. 2014). We find Np = 3380
planet candidates associated with our target stars and having
estimated planet radii (Rp) in the range 0.5−16R⊕ and orbital
periods (P) in the range 0.5−320 days. For this catalog, the
detection efficiency curve we apply is a Γ distribution CDF
with α = 4.65 and β = 0.98, which is the appropriate detection
efficiency given the completeness properties of the Q1-Q16
data release. This input catalog has since been updated to
reflect new information since Christiansen et al. (2015). It is
worth noting, however, that the Q1-Q16 data release has not
had a systematic search across the full parameter space con-
sidered in this study because of issues which are discussed in
detail in Burke et al. (2015).
5.1. Comparison of ABC and Inverse Detection Efficiency
Methods
First, we perform separate simulations to characterize the
planet occurrence rate for each planet size-period bin individ-
ually. For each test, the target  was set at an unrealistically
small 10−10 and the maximum number of generations was
set to 200, so that ABC would continue to run until trigger-
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ing one of the termination heuristics that recognize when fur-
ther computation will not result in significantly reducing g
of the final generation (see §2.3). We find that the ABC pos-
terior distributions for all occurrence rates are unimodal. For
the vast majority of bins, the ABC posterior appears roughly
Gaussian, with the exception of bins with zero to a few plan-
ets detected. We summarize our results, by reporting the pos-
terior mean of each planet occurrence rate and the 68.27%
credible interval based on the 15.87% and 84.13% percentiles
in Table 1. In Figure 5 we report the maximum of the differ-
ence between the 84.13% percentile and the mean and the
difference between the mean and the 15.87% percentile.
Table 1. Occurrence Rates
Period Radius ABC Bayesian IDEM
(days) (R⊕) (Full Model) (Simplified Model)
0.50− 1.25 0.50− 0.75 7.3+4.7−2.9×10−4 7.4+3.2−3.2×10−4 (6.6±3.3)×10−4
0.50− 1.25 0.75− 1.00 1.18+0.22−0.27×10−3 1.20+0.24−0.24×10−3 (1.44±0.29)×10−3
0.50− 1.25 1.00− 1.25 8.9+2.2−1.4×10−4 9.3+1.7−1.7×10−4 (1.12±0.21)×10−3
0.50− 1.25 1.25− 1.50 5.19+0.96−1.30×10−4 5.1+1.2−1.2×10−4 (6.0±1.4)×10−4
0.50− 1.25 1.50− 1.75 5.3+1.3−1.1×10−4 5.1+1.1−1.1×10−4 (5.4±1.2)×10−4
0.50− 1.25 1.75− 2.00 3.89+1.24−0.78×10−4 3.75+0.96−0.96×10−4 (4.5±1.2)×10−4
0.50− 1.25 2.00− 2.50 1.05+0.52−0.45×10−4 9.8+4.7−4.7×10−5 (8.2±4.7)×10−5
0.50− 1.25 2.50− 3.00 5.8+4.8−2.7×10−5 7.3+4.0−4.0×10−5 (3.7±2.6)×10−5
0.50− 1.25 3.00− 4.00 3.6+3.5−2.2×10−5 4.8+3.1−3.1×10−5 (2.7±2.7)×10−5
0.50− 1.25 4.00− 6.00 2.06+0.55−1.20×10−4 9.6+4.6−4.6×10−5 (7.8±4.5)×10−5
0.50− 1.25 6.00− 8.00 < 6.8×10−5 < 2.4×10−5 N/A
0.50− 1.25 8.00−12.00 3.9+3.2−2.3×10−5 4.8+3.1−3.1×10−5 (2.8±2.8)×10−5
0.50− 1.25 12.00−16.00 4.1+3.2−2.7×10−5 4.8+3.1−3.1×10−5 (3.0±3.0)×10−5
1.25− 2.50 0.50− 0.75 6.2+2.7−1.8×10−3 5.9+1.7−1.7×10−3 (1.25±0.38)×10−2
1.25− 2.50 0.75− 1.00 3.76+0.63−0.74×10−3 3.75+0.67−0.67×10−3 (4.90±0.89)×10−3
1.25− 2.50 1.00− 1.25 2.36+0.48−0.38×10−3 2.19+0.37−0.37×10−3 (2.47±0.43)×10−3
1.25− 2.50 1.25− 1.50 1.23+0.15−0.26×10−3 1.16+0.24−0.24×10−3 (1.30±0.28)×10−3
1.25− 2.50 1.50− 1.75 1.29+0.20−0.19×10−3 1.24+0.24−0.24×10−3 (1.39±0.27)×10−3
1.25− 2.50 1.75− 2.00 5.3+1.9−1.2×10−4 5.7+1.6−1.6×10−4 (6.1±1.8)×10−4
1.25− 2.50 2.00− 2.50 4.68+2.30−0.96×10−4 4.7+1.4−1.4×10−4 (4.2±1.3)×10−4
1.25− 2.50 2.50− 3.00 4.8+1.3−1.2×10−4 4.6+1.4−1.4×10−4 (5.0±1.6)×10−4
1.25− 2.50 3.00− 4.00 1.83+0.82−0.82×10−4 2.08+0.90−0.90×10−4 (2.0±1.0)×10−4
1.25− 2.50 4.00− 6.00 1.67+0.76−0.80×10−4 1.66+0.79−0.79×10−4 (1.27±0.74)×10−4
1.25− 2.50 6.00− 8.00 5.6+5.5−3.6×10−5 8.3+5.4−5.3×10−5 (3.4±3.4)×10−5
1.25− 2.50 8.00−12.00 1.15+1.12−0.46×10−4 1.24+0.68−0.68×10−4 (8.0±5.6)×10−5
1.25− 2.50 12.00−16.00 3.7+1.5−1.2×10−4 3.3+1.1−1.1×10−4 (3.0±1.1)×10−4
2.50− 5.00 0.50− 0.75 4.94+1.07−0.95×10−2 4.60+0.82−0.82×10−2 (5.7±1.0)×10−2
2.50− 5.00 0.75− 1.00 1.42+0.25−0.26×10−2 1.30+0.19−0.19×10−2 (1.48±0.22)×10−2
2.50− 5.00 1.00− 1.25 7.60+1.01−0.74×10−3 7.17+0.96−0.96×10−3 (7.7±1.0)×10−3
Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)
Period Radius ABC Bayesian IDEM
(days) (R⊕) (Full Model) (Simplified Model)
2.50− 5.00 1.25− 1.50 7.72+0.93−0.95×10−3 7.00+0.79−0.79×10−3 (7.59±0.86)×10−3
2.50− 5.00 1.50− 1.75 6.12+1.09−0.82×10−3 5.85+0.67−0.67×10−3 (6.33±0.73)×10−3
2.50− 5.00 1.75− 2.00 4.02+0.54−0.45×10−3 3.97+0.53−0.53×10−3 (4.44±0.60)×10−3
2.50− 5.00 2.00− 2.50 3.36+0.56−0.45×10−3 3.11+0.46−0.46×10−3 (3.31±0.50)×10−3
2.50− 5.00 2.50− 3.00 2.10+0.45−0.37×10−3 2.15+0.38−0.38×10−3 (2.38±0.43)×10−3
2.50− 5.00 3.00− 4.00 1.33+0.26−0.23×10−3 1.32+0.29−0.29×10−3 (1.25±0.29)×10−3
2.50− 5.00 4.00− 6.00 1.36+0.43−0.33×10−3 1.38+0.30−0.30×10−3 (1.36±0.30)×10−3
2.50− 5.00 6.00− 8.00 5.6+2.2−1.2×10−4 5.9+1.9−1.9×10−4 (5.5±1.9)×10−4
2.50− 5.00 8.00−12.00 8.6+2.2−2.0×10−4 8.5+2.3−2.3×10−4 (8.9±2.6)×10−4
2.50− 5.00 12.00−16.00 1.19+0.41−0.19×10−3 1.25+0.28−0.28×10−3 (1.11±0.26)×10−3
5.00− 10.00 0.50− 0.75 9.2+1.9−1.9×10−2 8.6+2.0−2.0×10−2 (1.15±0.28)×10−1
5.00− 10.00 0.75− 1.00 5.35+0.76−0.60×10−2 4.91+0.61−0.61×10−2 (4.87±0.61)×10−2
5.00− 10.00 1.00− 1.25 2.41+0.22−0.28×10−2 2.17+0.25−0.25×10−2 (2.09±0.24)×10−2
5.00− 10.00 1.25− 1.50 1.84+0.21−0.18×10−2 1.68+0.17−0.17×10−2 (1.74±0.18)×10−2
5.00− 10.00 1.50− 1.75 1.24+0.13−0.15×10−2 1.14+0.12−0.12×10−2 (1.17±0.13)×10−2
5.00− 10.00 1.75− 2.00 8.70+0.82−0.69×10−3 8.29+1.00−1.00×10−3 (8.7±1.1)×10−3
5.00− 10.00 2.00− 2.50 1.16+0.14−0.15×10−2 1.04+0.11−0.11×10−2 (1.16±0.12)×10−2
5.00− 10.00 2.50− 3.00 9.6+1.1−1.1×10−3 9.20+1.00−1.00×10−3 (9.7±1.1)×10−3
5.00− 10.00 3.00− 4.00 5.84+0.64−0.73×10−3 5.50+0.76−0.76×10−3 (5.70±0.80)×10−3
5.00− 10.00 4.00− 6.00 2.67+0.83−0.52×10−3 2.72+0.53−0.53×10−3 (2.65±0.53)×10−3
5.00− 10.00 6.00− 8.00 1.01+0.39−0.32×10−3 1.04+0.32−0.32×10−3 (9.6±3.2)×10−4
5.00− 10.00 8.00−12.00 1.52+0.31−0.29×10−3 1.56+0.40−0.40×10−3 (1.38±0.37)×10−3
5.00− 10.00 12.00−16.00 7.4+2.2−2.8×10−4 8.3+2.9−2.9×10−4 (6.7±2.5)×10−4
10.00− 20.00 0.50− 0.75 1.19+0.58−0.45×10−1 1.14+0.42−0.42×10−1 (8.3±3.4)×10−2
10.00− 20.00 0.75− 1.00 6.3+1.9−1.3×10−2 5.8+1.1−1.1×10−2 (6.8±1.3)×10−2
10.00− 20.00 1.00− 1.25 5.04+0.64−0.95×10−2 4.12+0.53−0.53×10−2 (3.77±0.49)×10−2
10.00− 20.00 1.25− 1.50 3.63+0.76−0.31×10−2 3.15+0.33−0.33×10−2 (3.22±0.34)×10−2
10.00− 20.00 1.50− 1.75 2.16+0.31−0.24×10−2 1.93+0.22−0.22×10−2 (1.87±0.21)×10−2
10.00− 20.00 1.75− 2.00 1.93+0.15−0.17×10−2 1.66+0.18−0.18×10−2 (1.68±0.19)×10−2
10.00− 20.00 2.00− 2.50 2.59+0.24−0.16×10−2 2.40+0.21−0.21×10−2 (2.64±0.23)×10−2
10.00− 20.00 2.50− 3.00 2.31+0.22−0.18×10−2 2.11+0.19−0.19×10−2 (2.21±0.20)×10−2
10.00− 20.00 3.00− 4.00 1.42+0.11−0.13×10−2 1.38+0.15−0.15×10−2 (1.38±0.15)×10−2
10.00− 20.00 4.00− 6.00 4.78+1.19−0.61×10−3 4.84+0.89−0.89×10−3 (4.55±0.86)×10−3
10.00− 20.00 6.00− 8.00 1.81+0.60−0.52×10−3 1.66+0.52−0.52×10−3 (1.46±0.49)×10−3
10.00− 20.00 8.00−12.00 2.25+0.49−0.58×10−3 2.33+0.61−0.61×10−3 (2.51±0.70)×10−3
10.00− 20.00 12.00−16.00 1.56+0.51−0.50×10−3 1.66+0.52−0.52×10−3 (1.47±0.49)×10−3
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Table 1 (continued)
Period Radius ABC Bayesian IDEM
(days) (R⊕) (Full Model) (Simplified Model)
20.00− 40.00 0.50− 0.75 < 2.5×10−1 < 1.1×10−1 N/A
20.00− 40.00 0.75− 1.00 1.60+0.39−0.29×10−1 1.38+0.30−0.30×10−1 (1.43±0.32)×10−1
20.00− 40.00 1.00− 1.25 5.30+1.05−0.87×10−2 4.53+0.88−0.88×10−2 (3.88±0.78)×10−2
20.00− 40.00 1.25− 1.50 3.93+0.50−0.45×10−2 3.33+0.51−0.51×10−2 (3.56±0.56)×10−2
20.00− 40.00 1.50− 1.75 2.99+0.37−0.41×10−2 2.47+0.35−0.35×10−2 (2.57±0.37)×10−2
20.00− 40.00 1.75− 2.00 1.62+0.21−0.26×10−2 1.36+0.23−0.23×10−2 (1.49±0.25)×10−2
20.00− 40.00 2.00− 2.50 4.34+0.34−0.40×10−2 3.62+0.34−0.34×10−2 (3.80±0.36)×10−2
20.00− 40.00 2.50− 3.00 2.94+0.26−0.25×10−2 2.68+0.28−0.28×10−2 (2.68±0.28)×10−2
20.00− 40.00 3.00− 4.00 2.07+0.27−0.17×10−2 1.90+0.23−0.23×10−2 (1.90±0.23)×10−2
20.00− 40.00 4.00− 6.00 9.1+1.7−1.2×10−3 8.4+1.5−1.5×10−3 (7.8±1.4)×10−3
20.00− 40.00 6.00− 8.00 2.20+0.90−0.68×10−3 2.15+0.74−0.74×10−3 (2.11±0.80)×10−3
20.00− 40.00 8.00−12.00 3.6+1.1−1.0×10−3 3.75+0.99−0.99×10−3 (3.49±0.97)×10−3
20.00− 40.00 12.00−16.00 1.88+0.68−0.63×10−3 1.88+0.69−0.69×10−3 (1.80±0.73)×10−3
40.00− 80.00 0.50− 0.75 < 4.8×10−1 < 1.9×10−1 N/A
40.00− 80.00 0.75− 1.00 < 1.0×10−1 < 4.3×10−2 N/A
40.00− 80.00 1.00− 1.25 7.5+2.1−1.9×10−2 5.9+1.7−1.7×10−2 (6.4±1.9)×10−2
40.00− 80.00 1.25− 1.50 5.34+0.77−0.98×10−2 3.84+0.85−0.85×10−2 (3.73±0.86)×10−2
40.00− 80.00 1.50− 1.75 3.80+1.06−0.81×10−2 3.00+0.56−0.56×10−2 (3.09±0.59)×10−2
40.00− 80.00 1.75− 2.00 3.06+1.00−0.53×10−2 2.29+0.41−0.41×10−2 (2.47±0.45)×10−2
40.00− 80.00 2.00− 2.50 4.80+0.60−0.66×10−2 4.00+0.47−0.47×10−2 (3.92±0.47)×10−2
40.00− 80.00 2.50− 3.00 4.05+0.41−0.49×10−2 3.25+0.39−0.39×10−2 (3.09±0.38)×10−2
40.00− 80.00 3.00− 4.00 2.57+0.25−0.31×10−2 2.26+0.32−0.32×10−2 (2.09±0.30)×10−2
40.00− 80.00 4.00− 6.00 1.02+0.21−0.25×10−2 9.7+2.1−2.1×10−3 (9.1±2.0)×10−3
40.00− 80.00 6.00− 8.00 7.4+2.4−1.6×10−3 7.0+1.7−1.7×10−3 (6.3±1.6)×10−3
40.00− 80.00 8.00−12.00 4.2+1.9−1.2×10−3 4.4+1.4−1.4×10−3 (4.0±1.3)×10−3
40.00− 80.00 12.00−16.00 1.99+1.20−0.76×10−3 2.20+0.95−0.95×10−3 (1.84±0.92)×10−3
80.00−160.00 0.50− 0.75 < 1.4×100 < 4.8×10−1 N/A
80.00−160.00 0.75− 1.00 < 1.8×10−1 < 7.3×10−2 N/A
80.00−160.00 1.00− 1.25 9.4+4.1−4.6×10−2 7.5+3.2−3.2×10−2 (4.4±2.2)×10−2
80.00−160.00 1.25− 1.50 8.0+3.2−2.1×10−2 5.6+1.7−1.7×10−2 (5.4±1.7)×10−2
80.00−160.00 1.50− 1.75 6.0+1.2−1.2×10−2 4.3+1.0−1.0×10−2 (3.76±0.94)×10−2
80.00−160.00 1.75− 2.00 3.58+1.05−0.62×10−2 2.69+0.65−0.65×10−2 (2.49±0.62)×10−2
80.00−160.00 2.00− 2.50 6.15+1.03−0.96×10−2 4.42+0.68−0.68×10−2 (4.48±0.70)×10−2
80.00−160.00 2.50− 3.00 4.24+0.68−0.63×10−2 3.28+0.52−0.52×10−2 (3.51±0.56)×10−2
80.00−160.00 3.00− 4.00 4.26+0.60−0.75×10−2 3.35+0.50−0.50×10−2 (3.22±0.49)×10−2
80.00−160.00 4.00− 6.00 1.47+0.49−0.36×10−2 1.30+0.30−0.30×10−2 (1.30±0.32)×10−2
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Table 1 (continued)
Period Radius ABC Bayesian IDEM
(days) (R⊕) (Full Model) (Simplified Model)
80.00−160.00 6.00− 8.00 8.5+2.4−2.0×10−3 7.9+2.4−2.4×10−3 (7.7±2.4)×10−3
80.00−160.00 8.00−12.00 1.51+0.36−0.22×10−2 1.44+0.32−0.32×10−2 (1.44±0.33)×10−2
80.00−160.00 12.00−16.00 1.79+1.55−0.97×10−3 2.2+1.2−1.2×10−3 (1.6±1.1)×10−3
160.00−320.00 0.50− 0.75 < 1.4×100 < 8.0×10−1 N/A
160.00−320.00 0.75− 1.00 < 6.9×10−1 < 2.4×10−1 N/A
160.00−320.00 1.00− 1.25 2.5+1.9−1.3×10−1 1.59+0.87−0.86×10−1 (6.2±4.4)×10−2
160.00−320.00 1.25− 1.50 1.81+0.76−0.44×10−1 1.30+0.45−0.45×10−1 (1.74±0.66)×10−1
160.00−320.00 1.50− 1.75 6.7+1.9−1.7×10−2 4.3+1.7−1.7×10−2 (4.7±2.1)×10−2
160.00−320.00 1.75− 2.00 6.0+3.3−1.7×10−2 4.1+1.3−1.3×10−2 (3.4±1.1)×10−2
160.00−320.00 2.00− 2.50 1.29+0.20−0.18×10−1 8.2+1.4−1.4×10−2 (8.7±1.5)×10−2
160.00−320.00 2.50− 3.00 5.08+0.87−1.27×10−2 3.19+0.72−0.72×10−2 (3.14±0.74)×10−2
160.00−320.00 3.00− 4.00 7.4+1.0−1.0×10−2 5.26+0.86−0.86×10−2 (5.59±0.93)×10−2
160.00−320.00 4.00− 6.00 1.85+0.46−0.58×10−2 1.62+0.46−0.46×10−2 (1.62±0.49)×10−2
160.00−320.00 6.00− 8.00 2.76+0.80−0.83×10−2 2.42+0.56−0.56×10−2 (2.41±0.59)×10−2
160.00−320.00 8.00−12.00 1.68+0.52−0.47×10−2 1.61+0.46−0.46×10−2 (1.57±0.47)×10−2
160.00−320.00 12.00−16.00 6.9+3.4−2.7×10−3 6.7+2.9−2.9×10−3 (5.8±2.9)×10−3
NOTE—ABC, Poisson, and inverse detection efficiency method (IDEM) estimated occurrence rates for
Q1-Q16 KOI catalog planet candidates associated with FGK stars.
Due to updates to the Kepler planet candidate catalog and
stellar catalogs at the Exoplanet Archive, a direct comparison
of occurrence rates to those of Christiansen et al. (2015) was
not possible. Therefore, we computed occurrence rates using
the IDEM (Christiansen et al. 2015) and our exact same cat-
alog of target stars and planet candidates. We present the
corresponding planet occurrence rates computed using the
inverse detection efficiency method in Table 1. Details are
provided in Appendix A. For the sake of comparison, Table
1 also presents rates and uncertainties calculated using the
simplified Bayesian model described in Appendix B.
We find that the three methods yield similar planet occur-
rence rates and uncertainties for most of the planet radius-
period bins considered. We show the ratio of the planet oc-
currence rates estimated by the IDEM to those estimated by
our more rigorous ABC method in Fig. 6.
The values agree very well for large planet candidates over
all period ranges and planet candidates over most of the ra-
dius range with P < 5 days. For these bins, there is a suf-
ficiently large sample of planet candidates detected at high
transit signal-to-noise, that the two methods give similar re-
sults, despite the noise induced by low transit signal-to-noise
planet candidates. While the ratio of posterior means appears
to differ for some bins corresponding to large planets at short
orbital periods, these estimates are not not meaningfully in-
consistent with each other, since these bins have few or no
detections and both methods have large uncertainties. In con-
trast, small planets at short periods have occurrence rates that
are inconsistent between ABC and IDEM due to IDEM not
accounting for measurement uncertainties.
In summary, we find substantial differences in the esti-
mated planet occurrence rates for planet sizes and orbital
periods near the threshold of detectability (i.e. small plan-
ets at long periods), which varies slightly depending on the
KOI catalog and choice of detection efficiency model. For
our baseline case, the differences are particularly notable for
planets smaller than 1.5 R⊕ at orbital periods greater than
80 days. Of particular interest, we show that the IDEM can
underestimate the occurrence rate of planets with sizes and
orbital periods similar to that of the Earth by up to a fac-
tor of ∼ 4. An example of how the IDEM underestimates
the planet occurrence rate for long orbital period and small
planet radius bins is shown in Fig. 1. Note that these esti-
mates are based on the same data, so one would expect that
the mean rates should agree to better than the width of the
posterior, if both methods were providing consistent and un-
biased estimates of the same quantity. The bias of the inverse
detection efficiency method is to be expected, as described in
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Figure 5. The ABC estimated occurrence rate for the Q1-Q16 planet candidates orbiting FGK stars using the Christiansen et al. (2015) Gamma
CDF curve for the detection efficiency. The numerical values of the occurrence rates are stated as percentage (i.e. 10−2). The color coding of
each cell is based on (d2 f )/[d(log2 Rp) d(log2 P)], which provides an occurrence rate normalized to the width of the bin and therefore is not
dependent on choice of grid density. Cells colored gray have estimated upper limits for the occurrence rate. Note that the bin sizes are not
constant.
Appendix A. We discuss the significant implications of this
result in §6.
In the case of the simplified Bayesian model, while the oc-
currence rates agree well with the occurrence rates estimated
using the full Bayesian model and ABC throughout much of
the chosen parameter space, the simplified Bayesian model
underestimates the occurrence rate for planet candidates near
the edge of detectability (i.e. large period, small radius).
In contrast, when estimating occurrence rates in the limit
of minimal transit depth uncertainty (as done in §4.2.2 to
show ABC posteriors closely approximate the correct poste-
rior width) there is close agreement over all parameter space
between the two models. As a result, the difference between
the occurrence rates can be explained by the inclusion of re-
alistic transit depth uncertainty in the ABC forward model.
5.2. Correlations in Occurrence Rates due to Uncertainty in
Planet Radii
For the planet size-orbital period distribution model con-
sidered in this paper, the planet occurrence rates in each bin
are very nearly decoupled. The only way that a planet with
size and period in one bin can affect the occurrence rate in an-
other bin is if the measurement error results in assigning the
planet to a different size-period bin. Since orbital periods are
measured extremely precisely, planets will almost certainly
be assigned to the correct period range. The uncertainties in
planet radius are significantly larger, both due to uncertainty
in the estimated transit depth and due to the uncertainty in the
host star radius. Our ABC approach accounts for this effect,
even in simulations that characterize the occurrence rate for
a single bin in planet size and orbital period. By perform-
ing inference on the occurrence rate for each bin separately,
we do lose information about the joint ABC posterior, i.e.,
correlations between occurrence rates in different bins.
To test the significance of this effect, we performed simula-
tions that simultaneously estimate occurrence rates for mul-
tiple bins include differing planet size ranges, but a common
orbital period. To quantify how much these uncertainties
have on our occurrence rate estimates, we performed ABC
simulations to estimate the joint ABC posterior for the planet
occurrence rates for neighboring planet size bins (up to two
on each side), each time using a single common orbital pe-
riod range.
As expected based on results from §4.3, the final  is not as
small as when characterizing each occurrence rate separately.
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Figure 6. The ratio of the planet occurrence rate inferred by the inverse detection efficiency method to the planet occurrence rate inferred
the ABC method based on the Q1-Q16 candidates orbiting FGK stars. The color indicates the relative difference between the occurrence rates
scaled by the uncertainty given by the standard deviation from the ABC method. The two methods give similar results for easily detected planets
(most bins with high signal-to-noise are within∼1 standard deviations), but the inverse detection efficiency method substantially underestimates
the frequency of near-Earth-size planets for orbital periods beyond ∼ 80 days.
This results in a modest increase in the width of the marginal
ABC posterior for each occurrence rate. Next, we investi-
gated the correlation between occurrence rate in neighboring
planet size bins. We did not fine large correlations for any
pair of neighboring bins, with a maximum absolute correla-
tion coefficient of 0.4.
6. DISCUSSION
NASA’s Kepler mission was designed to measure the oc-
currence rate of exoplanets, particularly small planets in the
habitable zone of solar-like host stars. Kepler was enor-
mously successful, finding thousands of strong planet can-
didates with sizes less than Neptune. However, since the
probability of a planet both transiting and being detectable
by Kepler falls off rapidly as one approaches Earth-size plan-
ets in the habitable zone of sun-like stars, Kepler identified
precious few potential Earth-analogues. The small number
of detections and rapidly changing detection efficiency for
small planets necessitates careful attention be paid to sta-
tistical methodology when interpreting the Kepler results in
terms of intrinsic planet populations. Many early investiga-
tions of the planet occurrence rates based on Kepler data re-
lied on the simplistic IDEM which is known to be signifi-
cantly biased for some of the most interesting regions of pa-
rameter space. Some more recent studies have attempted to
improve on this by using a Bayesian framework for estimat-
ing planet occurrence rates (e.g., Burke et al. (2015)) and in-
corporating hierarchical models (e.g., Foreman-Mackey et al.
(2014)), providing significant advances in statistical rigor and
power. We build on these works by introducing Approxi-
mate Bayesian Computing to perform inference with hierar-
chical Bayesian models for the planet occurrence rates. We
emphasize that these calculations are done with several sim-
plifying assumptions, particularly in terms of the input cat-
alog used (see §6.2). Therefore, we regard these as prelimi-
nary estimates which improve on many previous studies, but
still leave significant room for further improvement. Sub-
stantial further research is needed to improve the accuracy
and precision of occurrence rates before making important
decisions based on planet occurrence rates (e.g., design of a
large space mission).
6.1. Summary of Key Results
We have demonstrated that HBM and the ABC-PMC al-
gorithm can accurately characterize planet occurrence rates.
We confirm that the inverse detection efficiency method can
provide accurate estimates of the planet occurrence rate for
planets with sufficiently high transit signal-to-noise and short
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orbital periods. We also show that the inverse detection effi-
ciency method is significantly biased when applied to planets
near the threshold of detection, leading to it underestimating
the planet occurrence rate by a factor of up to 4 for nearly
Earth-size planets with orbital periods greater than 80 days
when applied to the Kepler Q1-Q16 catalog.
We applied our HBM and ABC methodology to the Kepler
Q1-16 planet candidate catalog. We characterized the rate of
planet candidates over a larger range of planet sizes and with
finer detail than most previous studies. We find a relatively
smooth planet occurrence rate in planet size and orbital pe-
riod over most of the range explored, even without assuming
a smooth functional form. However, we find a “radius valley”
(i.e., a local minimum in the marginalized planet occurrence
rate per logarithmic interval in planet size), particularly for
orbital periods between 20 and 80 days. This finding is con-
sistent with other studies which found a radius valley based
on smaller samples for which more precisely measured stel-
lar properties were available (e.g., Fulton et al. 2017; Van
Eylen et al. 2017). Interestingly, we find that this feature can
be identified even without the improved spectroscopic or as-
teroseismic constraints, albeit not as strongly as if constraints
were incorporated. The fact that three studies each find a sig-
nificant radius valley, despite substantial differences in the
target sample used, planet candidate catalog, and the origin
of the stellar properties assumed, points to the robustness of
this feature in the Kepler data.
We find that a joint power law in planet size and orbital pe-
riod is not an adequate model when considering planets rang-
ing from Earth-size to ∼ 2R⊕ or larger and periods 20-320
days. Given the observed structure in the planet occurrence
rate, even a broken power-law is inadequate when consider-
ing planets ranging from Earth-size to ∼ 3R⊕ or larger.
We also provide a simplified Bayesian model for planet oc-
currence rates that avoids the bias inherent in the IDEM. We
recommend that future studies that want a fast method of es-
timating occurrence rates in the high signal-to-noise regime
adopt this simplified Bayesian model, rather than continu-
ing to use the IDEM. Of course, a full hierarchical Bayesian
model would be even better, since the simplified Bayesian
model neglects measurement uncertainties.
6.2. Limitations of Our Occurrence Rates
While these results represent a significant methodological
advance, several astrophysical assumptions affect this and
other published occurrence rate studies. For example, un-
certainties in the radius of host stars directly affects the un-
certainty in planet radii. While the ABC method accounts for
uncertainty in the stellar properties, we have assumed errors
follow a Gaussian distribution with the reported uncertain-
ties. In reality there are likely non-Gaussian measurement
uncertainties and potentially systematic biases in the mea-
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Figure 7. ABC estimated occurrence rates from Fig. 5 integrated
over three different ranges of period bins to emphasize the existence
of a local minimum near 1.75−2R⊕.
sured stellar properties. While considerable effort has gone
into creating and updating the stellar properties catalog, we
expect that the stellar properties could be significantly im-
proved once parallaxes are available from GAIA.
As another example, we have assumed that all KOIs not
identified as a likely false positive are strong planet candi-
dates. In practice, some are likely astrophysical false posi-
tives, such as a brown dwarf or M star that transits one star in
a hierarchical triple system. Other planet candidates may be
false alarms that survived the vetting process. Similarly, we
have neglected the effects of the transit depths being diluted
due to more than one star falling into the aperture used for
constructing Kepler light curves. We adopted a single fixed
distribution for the orbital eccentricity, rather than simulta-
neously inferring the eccentricity distribution or allowing for
a dependence on planet properties. Based on previous sensi-
tivity studies, we expect that this has a modest effect on our
results (Burke et al. 2015), smaller than the uncertainties due
to the choice of Kepler planet candidate catalog, host stars
properties and potential inaccuracy of the model for transit
detection and vetting efficiency and reliability. In principle,
our ABC framework makes it practical to incorporate these
and additional effects into a HBM analysis of exoplanet pop-
ulations. However, incorporating such effects is beyond the
scope of this study.
6.3. Implications for η⊕
Our results have significant implications for estimates of
η⊕, the rate of nearly Earth-size planets in the habitable zone
of solar-type stars. Many definitions of η⊕ can be found
in the literature. Following the convention of the NASA
Exoplanet Program Analysis Group, Study Analysis Group
13’s report on Exoplanet Occurrence Rates and Distribu-
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tions, we compute the occurrence rate for planets with radii
1 − 1.5R⊕ and orbital periods 237-320 days (Belikov et al.
2017). Applying our HBM and ABC method to the Kepler
Q1-Q16 catalog, we find a rate of 0.41+0.29−0.12 per star, larger
than the 0.11±0.08 that would be estimated using the same
data set and assumptions with the inverse detection efficiency
method. This underscores the importance of quantifying the
accuracy and biases of various statistical methodologies for
computing planet occurrence rates.
As mentioned in §6.2, there are multiple complications that
likely affect the inferred rate of small planets and are not re-
flected in the uncertainty estimates above. In particular, the
above estimates are for the rate of planet candidates, as re-
ported in the Q1-Q16 catalog. Any astrophysical false pos-
itives or statistical false alarms that managed to survive the
vetting process would contribute to increasing our inferred
rate of planet candidates. For most of the planet sizes and
orbital periods considered, the Kepler pipeline has a low rate
of false alarms and good sensitivity to reject astrophysical
false positives. However, based on the DR25 completeness
products the rate of contamination from false positives and
false alarms is greater in the range of periods and sizes af-
fecting estimates of η⊕, since the vetting process is more
sensitive for planet candidates with larger transit signal-to-
noise and shorter orbital periods. Subsequent to the calcu-
lations reported in this paper, the Kepler team released ad-
ditional data products that could be used to characterize the
performance of the Kepler pipeline (Thompson et al. 2017).
We recommend that future research to consider how to in-
corporate these data products into occurrence rate studies in
a statistically valid way.
Of course, the largest uncertainty in the rate of small
planets in the habitable zone is the size of the habitable
zone. Therefore, we also report a differential occurrence
rate per star, (d2 f )/[d(log2 P) d(log2 Rp)] = 1.6
+1.2
−0.5 for Rp =
1 − 1.5R⊕,P = 237 − 320d, so other researchers can easily
scale our result to their preferred ranges of planet sizes and
orbital periods. If one were to extrapolate to a wider range of
orbital periods and assume that the rate density remains con-
stant, then one would arrive at an occurrence rate of 1.0+0.7−0.3
per star for Rp = 1 − 1.5R⊕,P = 237 − 500d which covers
an optimistic range for the habitable zone. Of course, one
should recognize the limitations of such an extrapolation, as
physical processes could cause the planet occurrence rate to
vary significantly over this range.
6.4. Future Prospects for Occurrence Rate Studies
Future studies will further improve on planet occurrence
rates based on the Kepler data set. While there is clearly
room for improvements in the population modeling (e.g.,
§6.2), we anticipate that these will have relatively minor ef-
fects compared to the anticipated improvements in the cat-
alogs of planet candidates and star properties. In particu-
lar, we are currently incorporating results from the improved
pipeline detection efficiency released for the DR25 KOI cat-
alog as provided by the Kepler Science Team. The DR25
KOI catalog is based on the complete data set, a final Ke-
pler pipeline and an automated vetting process (Thompson
et al. 2017). We have shown that the inferred planet occur-
rence rates are sensitive to the assumed detection efficiency.
Therefore, we refrain from presenting results based on the
DR25 catalog until the pipeline detection efficiency is well-
characterized and implemented in our model. We also antic-
ipate significant improvements due to improved characteri-
zation of host stars once GAIA parallaxes become available.
We hope that this study will make it practical for future planet
occurrence rate studies that incorporating these improved
data sets to apply a rigorous hierarchical Bayesian model.
In particular, we provide open source codes (at GitHub, see
§2.5 to facilitate the use of ABC in future studies, including
estimating planet occurrence rates, as well as any number of
problems that involve population inference.
6.5. Future Prospects for Characterizing Population of
Exoplanet Architectures
While numerous studies have attempted to characterize the
rate of individual planets, the frequency of various planetary
system architectures is an even more powerful constraint on
planet formation theories. Perhaps the most important con-
tribution of this study is to provide a practical framework for
performing statistical inference on the population of plane-
tary systems.
While the geometric transit probability for a single planet
is relatively simple (P∼ sin−1(R?/a)) for circular orbits with
a > R?, the transit probability for a system with multiple
planets is much more complicated. Additional selection ef-
fects (e.g., the detection efficiency and window function)
further complicate comparing the predictions of theoretical
models to the Kepler results. Since these considerations are
extremely difficult to incorporate in occurrence rate analy-
ses of exoplanet catalogs, previous studies have neglected
the effects of multiple planet systems. While previous stud-
ies could only focus on overall occurrence rates based on
planetary property distributions, SysSim and ABC provide a
means for rigorously addressing questions like: “How com-
mon are systems with at least one pair of planets with orbital
periods within 2% of a 2:1 orbital resonance?” This ability
to characterize the intrinsic rate of various planetary architec-
tures will enable a wide range of theoretical studies to better
understanding of planet formation.
To address such questions, one must model the joint dis-
tribution for planetary system properties, e.g., allowing for
potential correlations in the orbital period and sizes of plan-
ets in the same planetary system. With SysSim and the ABC
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approach, one has access to the true physical parameters
for each planetary system in the simulated catalog. Thus,
one can compute the transit and detection probabilities for
any combination of the planets in a system. In the most
straightforward approach, one can construct simulated cat-
alogs based on which planets would transit for a single spec-
ified viewing geometry and their detection efficiencies. Sys-
Sim can also includes advanced functionality to increase the
computational efficiency of ABC when characterizing plan-
etary architectures. For many summary statistics related to
multiple planet systems (e.g., number of detected planets, ra-
tios of their orbital periods), SysSim can include weights,
analogous to how this study weighted each potentially de-
tectable planet by a detection probability that was averaged
over all viewing geometries. The required sky-averaged
probabilities can be calculated efficiently using nearly alge-
braic formulae that integrate over all viewing directions for
any subset of the planets in each system using CORBITS
(Brakensiek & Ragozzine 2016).
Realizing this potential will require further methodologi-
cal research. For example, when using multiple qualitatively
different summary statistics, it will be important to explore
the impact of various choices for distance functions. An ade-
quate model for the population of exoplanetary systems may
require several parameters, motivating further research in im-
proving the efficiency of the sequential importance sampler
used by ABC-PMC.
6.6. Future Prospects for Characterizing Exoplanet
Populations Including Follow-Up Observations
In §2.1, we highlighted the difficulties of characterizing
a population of planetary systems when most of the plan-
ets are undetected. Another application of ABC is in cases
where practical considerations make it unrealistic to even
write down a likelihood function. For example, in princi-
ple, a study characterizing the planet occurrence rate around
a given type of star should account for the target selection
criteria. That would require a likelihood that integrates over
all possible target stars, dramatically increasing the compu-
tational complexity. The choice of target stars for the Kepler
planet search depended on a complex merit function that was
based on the estimates of stellar properties prior to launch
which are now out-of-date. Further complicating matters,
whether a star was targeted depended not only on its own
properties, but also the properties of other stars that were be-
ing considered for targeting. Without conditional indepen-
dence, the integrals over properties of each potential target
can not be separated.
As another example, if one wanted to include constraints
from ground-based follow-up observations, one should ac-
count for the process of choosing targets worthy of follow-up
observations, the whims of time allocation committees se-
lecting successful proposals, the limitations of weather, how
observers change their plans based on preliminary data anal-
ysis, etc. While writing down a likelihood that accounts for
such effects is not realistic, it can be feasible to implement
a forward model that reasonably simulates such effects. Our
ABC approach has the potential to enable future studies that
account for target selection and even follow-up observations.
We anticipate that this could be particularly important for
future analyses of planet populations identified by NASA’s
Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) before being
targeted by ground-based Doppler follow-up.
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APPENDIX
A. INVERSE DETECTION EFFICIENCY METHOD
The inverse detection efficiency method (IDEM) attempts to calculate weights from observed planet candidates in order to
“correct” for the planets which weren’t observed by Kepler.
Following closely to the methodology of Christiansen et al. (2015), the IDEM used in this study is as follows:
1. Calculate the geometric transit probability of each planet candidate i about its host star: pg,i = R?/a
2. Calculate the probability each planet candidate i has of being detected if it transits around each target star j in the stellar
catalog (given the planet has the same orbital period but a uniformly chosen random impact parameter between 0 and 1)
using the chosen detection efficiency curve: pd,i, j.
3. Sum pd,i, j over all target stars and divide by the total number of target stars to get the fraction of stars around which a given
planet candidate i would have been detected: pd,i/Ntarg =
(∑Ntarg
j=1 pd,i, j
)
/Ntarg.
4. Calculate a weight Ci = 1/(pg,i pd,i) that is often interpreted as an estimate of the number of planets of the same size and
period as planet i in the Kepler survey, attempting to account for incompleteness due to geometric transit probability and
detection efficiency.
5. Summing the weights Ci for planets with periods and radii within the limits of a bin and dividing by the total number of
target stars gives an estimate of the occurrence rate within that bin: fr,p =
(∑
i in bin r,p Ci
)
/Ntarg
For the associated uncertainty, we report the inverse of the Fischer information (curvature of the log likelihood) for the rate
parameter under a Poisson distribution, where the rate parameter is the estimated planet occurrence rate and the number of planet
detections within a bin Nr,p from the Kepler data.
σ fr,p =
fr,p√
Nr,p
(A1)
A significant shortcoming of this technique for estimating occurrence rates lies with the fact that it does not properly marginalize
over the uncertainty in the transit parameters. Inevitably, measurement errors cause the estimated transit properties (e.g., transit
depth, duration) to deviate from the true transit parameters. If the estimated transit SNR is smaller (larger) than the true transit
SNR, then the planet is less (more) likely to be detected, i.e., measurement noise reduces (increases) the measured signal. For a
planet with transit SNR near the threshold of detection, the detection probability changes rapidly as a function of transit SNR,
so there can be a large difference between the detection probability for the true transit SNR and the estimated transit SNR. This
difference impacts the occurrence rates estimated by IDEM in two ways. First, it affects which planets are included in the catalog
of planet detections. The smallest detected planets are likely to have their sizes over-estimated than under-estimated, since this
dramatically increases their detection probability. Second, it affects the values of pd,i and hence Ci which are assigned to the
planets. For the smallest detected planets, the estimates for the planet size, transit SNR and detection probability are all biased
to be larger than the true values, causing IDEM to systematically overestimate pd,i and thus systematically underestimate Ci, the
occurrence rate, fr,p, and the uncertainty in the occurrence rate, σ fr,p .
Because the detection probability changes strongly and non-linearly as a function of planet size, this decrease in the estimated
occurrence rate from smaller planets is not fully compensated for by an increase in the estimated occurrence rate larger from larger
planets (whose true SNR may be overestimated). For larger planets, the transit SNR is larger than the threshold of detection, and
the the detection probability is changing much more slowly, so the magnitude of these effects are dramatically reduced. We
demonstrate the resulting bias in planet occurrence rates by analyzing simulated data sets with the IDEM in Figure 1. This effect
is strongest for occurrence rate estimates that include planets near the threshold of detection, such as nearly Earth-size planets
near the habitable zone (see Fig. 6). It is important to note that this bias can often be partially corrected with a few modifications
as we have done with a simplified Bayesian model in Appendix B. See also the appendix of Foreman-Mackey et al. (2014).
B. SIMPLIFIED BAYESIAN MODEL FOR PLANET OCCURRENCE RATES
Here we present a simplified Bayesian model for estimating planet occurrence rates. We assume that the log period and log
radius of planets are drawn from a Poisson point process with constant rate ((d2 f )/[d(log2 P) d(log2 Rp)]) over each bin defined
by a range of orbital periods and planet sizes. Then the number of planets around each star within the bin is distributed as a
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Poisson random variable with a rate parameter ( fr,p = (d2 f )/[d(log2 P) d(log2 Rp)]
∣∣
r,p ∆r∆p) proportional to the area of the bin
(∆r∆p).
If we could observe Ntarg targets and detect all planets, then the sum of the number of planets in the bin (Nall,r,p) over all
target stars would also a Poisson random variable with rate parameter fr,pNtarg. If we let the prior for the rate parameter ( fr,p)
be a Gamma distribution with shape parameter α0 and rate parameter (also known as the inverse scale parameter) β0, then the
posterior distribution for fr,p will be a Gamma distribution with shape parameter α0 +Nall,r,p and rate parameter β0 +Ntarg.
In practice, we do not detect all planets due to a combination of geometric transit probability and detection efficiency. Instead,
we are only sensitive to planets around a subset of the the target stars, primarily dictated by the orientation of the orbital plane
and the photometric precision for each star. If we assume that, for each target star (indexed by j) and bin in planet size and orbital
period, the combined probability of detecting its planets (pr,p, j) is nearly constant, then the effective number of stars searched
(NESS,r,p, where r and p indicate the range of planet sizes and orbital periods) is the sum of Ntarg Bernoulli random variables with
success probabilities pr,p, j. In this model, the posterior distribution for fr,p conditioned on detecting Nr,p planets will again be a
Gamma distribution,
p( fr,p|Nr,p,NESS,r,p)∼ Gamma(α0 +Nr,p,β0 +NESS,r,p). (B2)
Since NESS,r,p is itself a random variable, one would like to marginalize over NESS,r,p, but the resulting posterior for fr,p is not
analytic and is computationally expensive.
We can approximate the posterior for fr,p by substituting the expected value, E
[
NESS,r,p
]
for the random variable NESS,r,p in
Eqn. B2. We estimate the expected value of the effective number of stars searched via Monte Carlo. For each star and range of
planet sizes and orbital periods, we draw Nsamp = 100 planets (uniformly in logP and logRp within the bin limits) and estimate
the average value of pr,p, j ' (1/Nsamp)
∑Nsamp
i=1 pgeo,i, j pdet,i, j via Monte Carlo, where pgeo,i, j and pdet,i, j are the geometric transit
probability and detection probability for the ith draw of planet parameters. The expected value for the effective number of
stars searched is simply the sum of these probabilities over all target stars, E
[
NESS,r,p
]
=
∑Ntarg
j=1 pr,p, j. Then we approximate the
posterior for the intrinsic occurrence rate of planets in each range of planet sizes and orbital periods by
p( fr,p|Nr,p,E
[
NESS,r,p
]
)∼ Gamma(α0 +Nr,p,β0 +E
[
NESS,r,p
]
). (B3)
To help build intuition for this result is useful to consider the mean and standard deviation of the gamma distribution posterior,
µ fr,p =
α0 +Nr,p
β0 +E
[
NESS,r,p
] (B4)
σ fr,p =
µ fr,p√
β0 +E
[
NESS,r,p
] . (B5)
If α0 and β0 are much less than Nr,p and E
[
NESS,r,p
]
, then the posterior mean for the occurrence rate is essentially the ratio of the
number of planets detected to the effective sample size. Similarly, the width of the posterior behaves as expected for a Monte
Carlo estimate of a mean, in the limit of a large effective sample size. The primary difference from IDEM is that our simplified
model provides a principled definition of the effective sample size that differs from that assumed arbitrarily by IDEM.
In Table 1 we report occurrence rates estimated from this simplified Bayesian model, using the gamma distribution of Eqn.
B3 in App. B and α0 = β0 = 1, which corresponds to a prior p( fr,p) = exp(− fr,p). For radius-period bins where either of these
quantities is zero or of order unity, then the observations provide limited information, so the resulting posterior for fr,p will be
sensitive to the choice of prior. Fortunately, for most bins, the results are insensitive to the choice of prior, since both Nr,p and
E
[
NESS,r,p
]
are much larger than unity.
The occurrence rates computed using the simplified Bayesian model agree well with the occurrence rates estimated using the
full Bayesian model and ABC throughout most of the parameter space we consider. This represents a significant improvement
upon the IDEM for which we find significant differences occur across the full range of periods for planets smaller than Neptune.
Therefore, we recommend that future studies that want a fast method of estimating occurrence rates in the high signal-to-noise
regime of parameter space adopt this simplified Bayesian model, rather than continuing to use the IDEM.
Upon more detailed inspection, one can observe that at long orbital periods, the simplified Bayesian model appears to slightly
underestimate the planet occurrence rate of small planets relative to ABC. The source of the difference can be traced to how the
two models decides which occurrence rate bin a planet contributes to. The simplified Bayesian model always assigns the planet
to a period-radius bin based on the planet candidate’s observed parameters as reported in the planet candidate catalog. In contrast,
the ABC method allows for a planet to be assigned to a given been to be due to a planet whose true parameters would place it in
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a different bin. This strict placement of planets by the simplified Bayesian model results in an overestimated E
[
NESS,r,p
]
when
the transit measurement noise has a significant chance of causing a planet to be assigned to a different period-radius bin. The
overestimate of E
[
NESS,r,p
]
leads to an underestimate of the occurrence rate for those bins. This demonstrates the importance
of applying a hierarchical Bayesian model, regardless of whether computed via ABC or more traditional methods, to accurately
infer the occurrence rate of small, long-period planets.
C. PROBABILISTIC CATALOGS
In the present study, we generate a single observed catalog, where each planet is either detected or not detected. SysSim
also has the capability to generate a probabilistic catalog, where each potentially detectable planet is included along with a
weight proportional to its detection probability. This approach could be useful for accelerating calculations or for comparing the
frequency of planetary systems that are intrinsically rare or rarely detected. In the probabilistic catalog approach, we average
over all possible observer orientations by using the sky-averaged geometric transit probability for each planet, R?/[a(1− e2)]. As
in the previous case, the geometric transit probability is multiplied by an updated transit detection probability. In this approach,
we draw a single value of the impact parameter from a uniform distribution between zero and unity for the purposes of computing
the transit detection probability. Each potentially detectable planet (indexed by l) is added to the observed planet catalog, along
with its measured transit parameters and a weight (wl = pcomb,l) corresponding to the product of its sky-averaged geometric transit
probability, the window function for it transiting at least three transits, and the detection efficiency conditioned on the planet
transiting at least three times. The expected number of detected planets within each planet size-period divided by the number of
target stars is given by
E[nr,p]/Ntarg '
∑
l in bin r,p
wl/Ntarg (C6)
Comparing this approach to the single viewing geometry approach, using a single viewing geometry has the advantage of simplic-
ity and being readily extensible to incorporating more complex summary statistics (e.g., abundance of multiple detected transiting
planets). Averaging over viewing geometries has the advantage of enabling a much more accurate estimate of the expected num-
ber of detected planets for a given Ntarg which can then be chosen to be significantly less than the number of stars targeted by
Kepler.
However, one should not simply replace the number of planets in a period-radius bin with the expected value for the number of
planets within that bin, as the process of averaging over the sky results in the expected value having less variance than the actual
number of planets in the same bin for any given observer. Further, the sky-averaging feature could complicate the interpretation
of correlations of planets within one planetary system. Therefore, considerable care is necessary before applying SysSim’s sky
averaging inside an ABC calculation. A mathematical derivation necessary to motivate the choice of summary statistics and
distance function is beyond the scope of this paper. This appendix merely documents this feature of SysSim.
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